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Sometimes I feel like the sane person in a community of the mad; sometimes
I feel like the one blind man where all others see; the one groping savage
in the college of the learned, and always, during service, I feel like a heretic
in heaven.If you tell the truth, you don’t have to remember anything.
Don’t go around saying the world owes you a living.
The world owes you nothing. It was here ﬁrst.
I have never let my schooling interfere with my education.
Get your facts ﬁrst, and then you can distort them as much as you please.
Reader, suppose you were an idiot. And suppose you
were a member of Congress. But I repeat myself.
Always do right. This will gratify some people and astonish the rest.
Clothes make the man. Naked people have little or no inﬂuence on society.
— Mark Twain
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aps pushes smart meters + rate increase —
S

ince 2011, Arizona Public Service Corporation (APS)
— the largest electricity provider in the state — has
been aggressively installing digital smart meters for both
commercial and residential customers. In 2013, the City
of Sedona sent a letter to APS stating its support for residents who wished to refuse smart meter installation and
keep their analog meters without having to pay extra
fees to the utility.
The city then became an intervener in the formal rate case
APS now has before the Arizona Corporation Commission
(ACC). While the amount of the fees APS is requesting has
been reduced, the utility still insists that smart meters pose
no risks, and that those who refuse them be required to accept a non-transmitting form of digital meter and pay additional fees for opting out.
Those who have been working to stop the widespread
installation of smart meters cite health, safety, security, and
accuracy issues that utility companies continue to deny.
So just what is a smart meter and why all the fuss? A smart
meter provides two-way communication between your
home and your utility company, which allows the meter to
be read and programmed remotely. These meters utilize
radio frequency (RFs) microwaves that produce electromagnetic fields (EMFs) to wirelessly transmit information. The
use of these wireless meters may also require the placement
of signal boosters and data hubs (equipment for collecting
data from multiple meters) that will increase the EMF emissions throughout neighborhoods.

Health Issues

Health concerns about smart meters center on these EMF
emissions. Utility companies have maintained that smart
meters emit far less radiation than the average cell phone
and that they only transmit data a few times a day. However, utility companies’ claims that the meters transmit for
less than 60 seconds per day can be deceiving, say smart
meter opponents.
In 2011, California utility Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E)
stated their smart meters only broadcast a ratepayer’s usage
six times per day. The utility later filed a document stating
that the meters they installed pulsed between 10,000 and
190,000 times per day on average.
But when tested with an RF measuring device, smart meters show high RF pulses happen every few seconds. Many
of these pulses have nothing to do with the home to which
the meter is connected. But instead are the result of “network chatter” and system redundancies that keep meters
communicating as they share user data amongst them for
backup purposes.
The pulses emitted by the meter last for just a few milliseconds each but cumulatively could mean that the meter is transmitting most of the day. StopSmartMeters.org
offered the following calculation: “If they claim the meter
only emits ‘60 seconds a day’, then you can calculate the approximate number of pulses. Sixty seconds of 3-millisecond
pulses (typical) equals about 20,000 pulses. There are about
85,000 seconds in a day. If the rate of pulsing were consistent (though it never is) that would be about one pulse
every 4 seconds.”
The safety of RF exposure is something that is hotly debated amongst scientists, consumer advocates, wireless
equipment manufacturers, and utility companies. In May
2011, the International Agency for Research on Cancer
(IARC), a World Health Organization (WHO) specialty
agency, declared RFs to be a “possible human carcinogen.”
While APS has maintained that WHO “has concluded that
no known adverse health effects can be attributed to lowlevel radio frequency,” the health organization also noted
more research is needed to accurately assess the health
risks involved.
Dr. David Carpenter, a Harvard-trained physician and
former head of the New York State Department of Public
Health for 18 years said: “We have evidence that exposure to
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e — city of sedona pushes back
radio frequency radiation … increases the risk of cancer, increases damage to the nervous
system, causes electro-sensitivity, has adverse reproductive effects and a variety of other
effects on different organ systems. There is no justification for the statement that smart
meters have no adverse health effects.”
Research also indicates the pulsed form of RF radiation may actually be more dangerous
to people than a constant stream, like that found with cell phones and Wi-Fi. This research
was conducted in the 1930s and examined sickness amongst radar operators.
Anecdotal evidence has even resulted in lawsuits against utility companies. Caitlin
Phillips of Santa Cruz, California took PG&E to court to have her analog meter re-installed
on her home after the company replaced it with a smart meter while she was away. She
claimed she experienced headaches and anxiety within hours of the meter being installed
on the wall outside her bedroom. When the utility re-installed her analog meter, her symptoms disappeared. Others have complained of nausea, heart problems, insomnia and irritability they associate with the meters.
And let’s not forget that we can choose whether or not we own or use cell phones, Wi-Fi
and other RF emitting devices in our homes. And we can also shut those devices off whenever we want. But there’s no way to turn off a smart meter once it’s installed on your home,
and APS doesn’t want to give anyone the choice of whether or not to have one.

Safety & Security

Safety concerns surrounding smart meters have also been raised. In just the US and
Canada, thousands of house fires have been blamed on exploding smart meters. In East
Palo Alto, California, a fire in 2011 involved 80 burning smart meters. A truck struck a
power pole in Stockton, California in 2015, creating a power surge that caused hundreds
of smart meters to explode. A fire near Alexandria, Virginia in 2015 was cited by the fire
department as being caused when “an electrical anomaly ignited an outside electrical meter.” [fairfaxcounty.gov/fr/news/2015archive/2015_04.htm#] Multiple reports of smart
meters smoking, smoldering, burning, and exploding have been filed all over the country.
Research points to smart meters creating “dirty electricity,” which results in huge RF
spikes that travel through a home’s electrical lines and can cause damage as well as ill
health effects. In addition to fires, there have been numerous reports of home appliances
that have been damaged or destroyed following installation of a smart meter.
Security is another issue that smart meter opponents have raised. A smart meter stores
data on a homeowner’s electrical usage and then transmits that data wirelessly through a
“mesh” network of other smart meters and data collection stations. The very features the
power companies say will allow them to deliver electricity more efficiently are what make
the system extremely vulnerable to hackers creating a variety of security concerns.
Technology observers cite the security systems in smart meters are very weak — basically equivalent to using the word “password” to secure a sophisticated computer network.
Unlike Wi-Fi and Bluetooth security, encryption keys for smart meters are short and easy to
guess and are transmitted as plain text. The networks do not require authentication, so a
hacker can tap into a smart meter grid just by asking to do so.
In 2009, the Federal Bureau of Invesitgation (FBI) investigated a mass hacking of smart
meters in Puerto Rico. The bureau reported that perpetrators used an infrared light to
connect smart meters to a computer and then changed the meters’ settings for recording
power usage, all the while accepting payments from homeowners to hack into meters and
lower electric bills.
The FBI also reported another type of smart meter hacking that doesn’t even require
sophisticated technology. The placement of strong magnets on smart meters can cause
them to stop reporting usage while still delivering electricity to the consumer.
In a 2010 FBI bulletin obtained by Brian Krebs of krebsonsecurity.com, the FBI stated
they had assessed “with medium confidence that as Smart Grid use continues to spread
throughout the country, this type of fraud will also spread because of the ease of intrusion
and the economic benefit to both the hacker and the electric customer.”

Privacy

And while utility companies promise the data collected from smart meters will be kept
confidential and does not contain consumer identifiable information, evidence to the contrary abounds.
In a marketing video published on YouTube [youtube.com/watch?v=uluKjzqHDz0]
United Kingdom company Onzo, Ltd. touts its ability to provide a “characterized profile”
of utility consumers “to give the utility . . . the ability to monetize their customer data by
providing a direct link to appropriate third-party organizations based on the customer’s
identified character.” Onzo has created a device that consumers can use in their homes to
collect and share data on electrical consumption. How this data might be used by utility
companies is still an open discussion.
In 2015, Miles Keogh of the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
told Politico, “I think the data is going to be worth a lot more than the commodity that’s
being consumed to generate the data. When you become a company whose most
valuable asset is not the kilowatt-hours but the data, that fundamentally changes what
kind of company you are.”

noise news
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Costs

In spite of all these concerns, utility companies continue to argue that smart meters will
save consumers money and make their power consumption more efficient. But, again, this
seems far from the truth. First, there’s the cost of the meters themselves. Where an average analog meter costs less than $50, non-transmitting digital meters cost around $100
and smart meters (according to data examined by the German electronics company Siemens) average $221 installed but can be as high as $586.
In order to fully implement smart meters throughout its service area, APS is asking for a
rate increase that will supposedly spread the costs of initiating the system amongst ratepayers over several years. This plan includes charging consumers who demand to keep
their analog meters an extra monthly charge because a technician will still have to be sent
out to read their meter. But smart meter installation has already proved to be more costly
than planned, not only based on the higher cost of the meters but also on their shorter
life spans and complications that have arisen, causing smart meters to be recalled and/or
replaced within a few short years of initial installation.
In a request for data from APS made by local anti-smart meter activist Warren
Woodward, APS revealed that it has replaced tens of thousands of smart meters that were
only a few years old. “After an average life of just 4 years, smart meters were replaced as
follows,” Mr. Woodward revealed. “19,203 in 2014, 22,287 in 2015; and, as of October 2016,
20,172 meters were replaced.”
Mr. Woodward quotes APS as stating in their response that the communication issue
that caused the meters to fail “was first identified in 2014 and continues to be an issue
today, albeit a minimal one.” If the meters continue to fail at an average of 20,000 or so
per year, this seems hardly a “minimal” problem. How many rate increases will APS need
to request to keep up with the costs of continually replacing non-communicating smart
meters? Analog meters are generally rated to last 30 years and many continue to function
long after that mark. It’s hard to argue a cost savings from this perspective alone.
To make matters even worst, many ratepayers have complained that, once a smart meter was installed on their home or business, their utility bills doubled or tripled with no
significant changes to their power consumption. Utility companies, including APS, blame
the difference on the previously relied upon analog meter, claiming the old meter had
slowed down over its lifespan and was no longer accurate. The explanation concludes that
the smart meter is now more accurately reading the power consumption of the consumer,
even when there had been no previous indication of fault with the analog meter.
In the Netherlands, a team of scientists from the University of Twente and the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences published a paper titled Static Energy Meter Errors
Caused By Conducted Electromagnetic Interference [Frank Leferink, Cees Keyer and Anton
Melentjev/IEEE Electromagnetic Compatibility] toward the end of 2016. They tested several different types of smart meters and found that they do not accurately read power
consumption under common conditions. Errors ranged from -35% to +582%.
“In the experiments (which were entirely reproducible), five of the nine smart meters
gave readings that were much higher than the actual amount of power consumed,” the researchers concluded. “Indeed, in some setups, these were up to 582 percent higher.” Inaccuracies were attributed to specific components in the meters and to the modern energysaving devices in homes like dimmer switches and LED bulbs which create erratic patterns
in electricity consumption. The very things that are supposed to be saving consumers
money on utilities caused the meters, by and large, to grossly overcharge.

APS Rate Case

Mr. Woodward is one of 40 interveners in the current APS rate case, as is the City of
Sedona. He has been directly involved in the process by which the ACC is considering the
utility’s request for increased rates and fees and other changes in policy.
After months of negotiations, APS reached a “settlement agreement” with a group of the
stakeholders. The agreement includes fees for those who wish to opt out of smart meter
installation as well as a rate hike and conditions and fees for solar power users. There are
still 10 interveners that have not signed the settlement agreement, including Mr. Woodward. The concerns of the non-signers will be heard during hearings that are expected to
take place in the coming months.
The settlement agreement would require all commercial and solar account holders
to use smart meters with no opt outs permitted. It also requires residential customers who refuse a smart meter to accept a non-transmitting digital meter. All analog
meters would be replaced. In addition, consumers who refuse a smart meter would
be subject to a $5 per month meter reading charge as well as a $50 set-up fee for new
smart meter replacements.
APS conceded on a few issues like dropping mandatory demand charges and allowing
current solar customers to keep their existing rate plans. The amount of the rate increase
was also lowered from about $11 per month per customer to around $6. APS also agreed
not to request another rate hike until 2019. But with about a million customers obligated
to buy electricity from the monopoly, company executives would be seeing an additional
revenue stream of $6 million every month, or $72 million a year, or $144 million during the
term of the agreement.
>> continued on page 36 >>
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The World’s Premier

Film Festival
for Conscious Cinema

YOUR

WORLD

Film Highlights

ENLIGHTEN
MANTRA

RUMBLE

Featured Guests

HEAL

Joe
Dispenza

Barbara Marx
Louie
Hubbard
Schwartzberg

James
Twyman

Tickets 877-766-8163

5 days
4 venues
26 ﬁlms
Transformational Films • Outdoor Screening
Conscious Film Convergence • Healing Lounge
Parties and Special Events • Reel Healing Series

MAY 31 - JUNE 4, 2017
SEDONA, ARIZONA

illuminateﬁlmfestival.com
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Tickets on sale May 9

The Last Dalai Lama?, The Golden Age, and RUMBLE
all play at the Illuminate Film Festival May 31 thru June 4.

clockwise from left:

illuminate

Anticipating its fourth year of spiritual cinema, Illuminate Film Festival, from May 31 –
June 4 brings some truly independent work to Sedona. With an array of avant-garde films,
the anticipated Convergence Conference, workshops and panels, as well as hands-on activities, the all-encompassing festival promises to keep those interested in human advancement peacefully occupied for several days. The fact it takes place in the beautiful red rocks
only enhances the outside opportunities for the wandering soul as well. World premieres
will be shown at Sedona Performing Art Center (SPAC), the Mary D. Fisher Theater and
The Collective Sedona in the Village of Oak Creek. This becomes an opportunity for Arizona audiences to create ‘buzz’ for a new film. Cinema has the power to change the world
and Illuminate plans to be at the forefront of that movement.
As the zeitgeist cries out for like-minded and like-hearted souls to address the issues of
spiritual consciousness in the 21st Century, Illuminate challenges audiences to awaken to
the possibilities of spiritual cinema during this nonsensical time. A mass audience may only
be reached through cinema at this late point in our communal development? The confluence of global warming, global wars and mass immigration, coupled with transnational
corporations and banks, leaves the spiritual component of existence bereft of value. That
void can be partially filled by several of the programs offered at Illuminate.
The films are the center of the transformational power Illuminate offers, but at the heart
of the festival is the Convergence Conference which runs Friday, June 2 to Sunday, June 4,
with a “summit” at the end to conflate what was learned into ongoing action. The Convergence features industry filmmakers, producers, development executives, the creative and
business side of conscious filmmaking, all exploring the possibility for expanding global
consciousness through spiritual films. The increase of quality films to larger audiences will
affect changes in large populations rapidly. We either “get busy living, or get busy dying”
in a world undergoing drastic change. And cinema is a world-wide phenomenon that can
change hearts and minds in one touching film.
Festival director, Danette Wolpert’s desire is “to increase the quality, quantity and availability of conscious cinema around the world.” We discussed how Hollywood has made its
foray into the commercial/spiritual content world in the recent past and continually attempts to tap into this expanding market. Ms. Wolpert even applauded Will Smith’s recent
Hollywood film Collateral Beauty. “It tried to make the right step forward with the spiritual
underpinnings invested in this expanding market.” Ms. Wolpert pointed out that Collateral
Beauty had a positive response with 90% of the spiritual community and over 70% of the
main stream audience.”
She extended this thought: “Producers need to have their own spiritual awakening to
the potential for a growing market for these life-affirming, life-changing films.” She wants
to make it clear “Illuminate is not a socio-political film festival. We offer conscious solutions
with hands-on workshops after films that integrate music, yoga practice and drumming to
promote healing in a practical way. We are more interested in healing than dividing. Awareness and unity across consciousness addresses politics differently than confrontation.”
The Convergence works on ways for a viable business sector within the independent
film industry. Once a quality film production attracts a new audience, the sky’s the limit, as
conscious films beat down the doors of old Hollywood.
Professionals attending this year’s Convergence component of the festival include
keynote speaker Louis Schwartzberg, Jim Browne of Argot Pictures, Billie Goldman of
Intel, Lydia B. Smith, filmmaker of Walking the Camino, Mark Urman – CEO of Paladin,
Dan Truong of Amazon Video direct, as well as Elizabeth Sheldon, Sandra de Castro
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Buffinton and Henry Arlander. Ms. Wolpert shares, “These invited guests will define
consciousness cinema, and imagine new business models as they brainstorm new strategies
for collaboration to increase the quality of conscious cinema to the world.”
Last year’s Jury Prize went to Love, Sweat and Tears a documentary presented by Dr. Pamela Dee who is on a mission to “save menopausal vaginas in America.” Both informative
and funny, with the likes of Joan Rivers and Jenny McCarthy, it now has distribution and
a release set for this year! So, Illuminate was instrumental in getting Love, Sweat and Tears
wider distribution.
Some of the powerful independent films to look forward to this year include world premieres as well as Southwest premieres, with a special focus on spiritual movements and the
influential leaders that initiated self-realization and global awakening. The Last Dalai Lama?
is a Southwest premiere from the director (Mickey Lemie) who gave us Ram Dass Fierce
Grace. Mr. Lemie’s 30-year relationship with the Dalai Lama helped cement their friendship and access to the insight of one of the world’s most profound leaders. The Dalai Lama
discusses aging and the inevitability of death.
Another Southwest premiere, Shadows of Paradise, documents the Transcendental Meditation Movement and two of their renowned leaders: filmmaker David Lynch and his disciple Bobby Ross. The film’s director Sebastian Lange, having grown up in TM, documents
the movement and growth since the death of the founder Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.
A US premiere of The Golden Age is a musical film, inspired by true events about subversive pop star Maya O’Malley. Against the back-drop of his songs, the film reveals the
journey of one man from a troubled past to spiritual redemption.
RUMBLE: The Indians Who Rocked the World documents the missing chapter in the history
of American music, namely that of the Indigenous influence. Musicians like Jimi Hendrix,
Randy Castillo and Robbie Robertson, amongst others, found inspiration in native harmonies, infused with a desire to resist.
And finally another leader who helped change the way we look at the world: Hare Krishna! The Mantra, the Movement and the Swami Who Started It All. The film tells the story of
A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada, the founder of Bhakti Yoga in the western world,
from extreme poverty to a world teacher in 1960s America, and the spiritual revolution
known as Hare Krishna!
Consider treating yourself to a weekend of cinematic travel around the world and
through many cultures and spiritual traditions. As well as the fine films in three venues, look
into the Convergence Conference at the heart of the five days. Everything you need to know
for a third-eye opening is at your finger-tips in Sedona! Please check out: IlluminateFilmFestival.com for more up to minute information.

Groundwater
On Wednesday, May 17 at 7PM, the documentary film “GROUNDWATER: To enact a law for
the common good...” makes its Northern Arizona debut at the historic Elks Theater, 117 E.
Gurley Street, in downtown Prescott. Following the film, a diverse panel of prominent water
experts and the filmmakers will take audience questions and engage them in a creative,
solutions-oriented conversation on local and regional water issues.
The 26-minute documentary, told with humor and through moving interviews, was produced, directed, and written by acclaimed filmmaker Michael Schiffer (of Colors Lean on
Me, and Crimson Tide fame). It tells the true and inspiring story of the contentious battle
among farms, cities, and mines in the late 1970s, which led, against all odds, to the passage
of the celebrated 1980 Groundwater Management Act (GMA) - Arizona’s most significant
>> continued on page 36 >>
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GALLERY GUIDE: HIGHLIGHTED ART GALLERIES
1. Wil McNabb Fine Jewelry Studio
18 N. Leroux St. / 928.213.1572

Gene Balzer emeritus professor of
photography at NAU will exhibit a
series of photographs of abandoned
buildings. Please join us for the
opening reception.

2. Shane Knight Gallery

5 E. Aspen Ave. / 928.556.1563

Wherever he travels, Shane Knight
draws his passion and inspiration from
the nature around him. Specializing
in horse and landscape photography,
Shane perfectly captures the light,
color, and grandeur of the southwest.

3. Aspen Loft Artists

7 E. Aspen Ave. / 928.699.4396

3a. Studio Jocelyne

7 E. Aspen Ave. Ste. 6 / 865.806.5710

3b. 12.12 Studio

7 E. Aspen Ave. / 928.699.9606

As the days grow longer and the
nights become warmer people bloom
like flowers crowding the square.
Experience art this First Friday at
12.12 Studio presenting assemblage
artist John Stebila. He will have new
pieces for viewing and purchase.

3c. Northern View Artist

Studio

7 E. Aspen Ave. Ste. 5 / 928.699.4396

Climb the stairs to Northern View
Studio and browse through handpainted silk scarves, paintings, drawings,
and cards. Mother’s Day is coming!

4. The Artists’ Gallery

17 N. San Francisco St. / 928.773.0958

A sample of
everyone’s work
is featured in our
front window for the month of May.
Stop in to see what’s new and meet
the artists.

5. Arizona

Handmade Gallery

6. West of the Moon Gallery
14 N. San Francisco St. / 928.774.0465

“Soul Travels”, the
artistry of Jerome’s John
Binzley. A rare chance
to meet the man behind
his incredible, beaded,
leather handbags & jewelry! Flamenco
guitar by Roger O’Sullivan!!!

7. 7 Wonders A Kind Gallery
801 S. Milton Rd. #2 / 928.774.0952

Welcome to the
gallery Phoenix
artist Dellaluna
Glass. Known for her colorful
pinecones, we are excited to reveal
her new “Damsel in Distress” series,
which is anything but gray. This show
includes one of her unique pieces,
which is perfect for the holiday. We
look forward to seeing you!
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Venues &
Supporters

12. Nature Exposed

Photography

19 W. Birch Ave. / 928.214.0466

See what our local high school
photographers have been
doing with the unveiling of
our picks for the 2017 Youth
Lens Photography Contest!

13. Naked Mobile

109 N. Leroux St. / 928.774.0017

Cinco De Mayo
Party at Naked
Mobile. Music,
Margaritas and beautiful artwork from
Abe Snider and Coconino High School!
Don’t miss the fun!

14. The Golden Hive
8 W. Rte. 66 / 928.440.5030

Come in and smell the
sweet aroma of beeswax.
Enjoy homemade organic
salves containing bee
products. Local honey, bee
pollen propolis and royal jelly.

A Mother’s Day Gift
Event! Rebekah
Nordstrom Artworks,
Sarah Walker Jewelry, Rodan + Fields,
Jill Naleski Massage and Essential Oils,
Lucky Dog T-shirts and more!

Cross Pollination:
Celebrating Pollinators
with Art and Science is
a collaboration of local
artists and scientists, local pollinator
habitat programs and the State Bar to
showcase the importance and beauty
of pollinators in our natural world to the
attention of our community. Live music
with Ed Kabotie and Tha Yoties on ArtWalk!

Human Nature Dance Studio/Gallery

10 E. Rte. 66 / 928.266.1282

4 W. Phoenix Ave. / 928.606.7389

10. Flagstaff Modern and

Contemporary Gallery

215 S. San Francisco St. / 928.607.8008

Mixing It Up 2 – Fiber
Art by Sharon Richards,
Photography by Ken
Walters, Ironwork by Cathi Borthwick
and Installation Art by Rachel Wilson.

11. Beto’s Custom Boro

301 S. O’Leary St. / 928.606.4686

16. Supernova Froyo

20 E. Rte. 66 / 928.779.5291

Dark Sky Jewelry - Jewelry inspired by
astronomy and dark sky preservation.
Enjoy 20% off your soft serve purchase
when you mention this map.
Facebook - @supernovafroyo

17. Rooftop Solar

16 E. Rte. 66, Ste. 203 / 928.213.5670

Heather Kadar will be celebrating spring
with her mixed-media artwork inspired
by Arizona nature. Showcasing: original
paintings, framed prints, and gifts.

18. SoSoBa

12 Rte. 66, Ste. 104 / 928.774.3471

Featuring artwork by Breanna Cornell“Inspired by nature, music, and life, I
love incorporating contrasting elements:
pain and beauty, fear and peace to
communicate an underlying theme of
personal growth.”
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19. Victorian Moon

13 N. San Francisco St., Ste. 9 /
928.863.8311

Victorian Moon Antiques and
Enchantments, apparel and
accessories, apothecary
and perfumery, Victorian era
antiques and reproductions, silver, china,
candles, linens, art by Lainey Chenal.

20. Criollo Latin Kitchen

11

29
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ARTWALK SUPPORTERS
26. Olive The Best Oils and

Vinegars of Flagstaff

18 E. Birch Ave. / 928.773.9900

30% off of all purchases
during ArtWalk. Live
music by John Thomas
Band.

27. Nomads Global Lounge

at Historic Motel DuBeau

16 N. San Francisco St. / 928.774.0541

19 W. Phoenix Ave. / 928.774.7958

21. Rendezvous Cocktail Lounge

28. The Mayor

Come see Chelsea Kavanagh’s artwork.
She creates geometric landscapes and
dreamscapes using mixed media and
embracing negative space.

The Mayor is an
ultra-casual lounge
with 70s and 80s
nostalgia, within
walking distance of NAU. We serve
a variety of cocktails, sandwiches and
pizza rolls daily. Open 11-close everyday.

Explore imaginative
and thought-provoking
handmade collages by
Elby of Synaesthetic
Creations. Be prepared for a whimsical
view of transformation through scissors
and glue.

100 N. San Francisco St. / 928.779.6971

22. Indigo Art Market at the
Green Room

15 N. Agassiz St. / 928.890.4377

Ten amazing vendors! One amazing
place! Come visit the Indigo Art Market,
view digital illustrations by Breanna
Cornell, stay for the great drink specials
and get all your artwalk shopping done in
one place!

23. Flagstaff Visitor Center
1 E. Rte. 66 / 928.213.2951

Join the Flagstaff Visitor Center for live,
local music featuring Larry Peterson,
All of the Above String Band, and
Matt Bingham, & a local artist market,
including textile arts, handmade glass,
gems and minerals, and more!

Southside! Beer, wine,
& unique noshing menu.
Patio with fire-globe, cozy
living room ambiance, no
televisions, fireplace, Reserve our “mini
lounge” for your group!

409 S. San Francisco St. / 928.774.3846

29. Alpine
Community Theatre

3950 E. Butler Ave. / 928.266.7925

Alpine Community Theater
presents “Disney’s Beauty
and the Beast.” This
beloved fairy tale comes
to life with a cast of 80
people, ranging in ages
from 5 to 60! May 5th
at 7pm; May 6th at 2pm and 7pm. Visit
https://alpinecommunitytheateract-flag.
godaddysites.com/ for more information.

24. Zani Cards & Gifts

107 W. Phoenix Ave. / 928.774.9409

It’s May! And Maybe you should stop by
to find your mother, grandmother, or wife
something nice for Mother’s Day. We’ll
even gift wrap it!

25. 1899 Bar & Grill

307 W. Dupont Ave. / 928.523.1899

Featuring Steve Warburton,
known for his beautiful and
functional wood furniture.
Visit 1899 for lunch or dinner
to enjoy Modern American
cuisine with a seasonal approach.
SUPPORT THE

AND ITS PROGRAMS, INCLUDING
FIRST FRIDAY ARTWALK

DONATE TODAY!

flagartscouncil.org/donate
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OTHER VENUES FOR ART

15. State Bar

9. Art 35° North Pop Up Group at

9

22

Follow our Interactive
ArtWalk Map on your phone:
FlagstaffArtWalk.com

8. Tangled Lilac Photography
109 E. Birch Ave. / 928.774.0220

20

Galleries

13 N. San Francisco St. / 928.779.3790

Bold, colorful and fun!
Meet up-and-coming
painter Juan Carlos
Medina, and enjoy
Mexican-inspired art and food - Happy
Cinco de Mayo!

23
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Chihuahua Luchador

La Verdadera Mujer Maravilla

The Man from Chihuahua

Juan Carlos Medina at Arizona Handmade

C

olor. That was the first thing that struck me about Juan Carlos Medina’s work. His use of
strong, often primary colors pulls the viewer into his images. His use of black and a host
of other dark colors create depth and emotion, bold shadows flowing through his subjects,
filling each with impacting gravity.
When visiting his humble home studio in Chinle on the eastern edge of Arizona, this writer
had the pleasure to peruse much more of his art than ever seen before. The variety of his
subjects — from graphite portraits of famous artists, to a luchador wrestler, to comic book
heroes, to Christ wearing the crown of thorns — all carry a sound basis in realism, but the
softness in the images is reminiscent of tattoos, many of them easily imagined as inspiration
for skin art.
“I’ve drawn and painted since I was a kid,” he says. “But it wasn’t until my art teacher in high
school noticed I had talent and really encouraged me that I realized I could make a living off
of art. I wasn’t a full-time artist until I moved to Arizona. I’ve always worked other jobs in addition to doing my art, so it took a little getting used to. I’m really grateful for the opportunity.”
An undeniable theme in his body of work is his Mexican heritage. He was born in Chihuahua, and grew up in Southern California. Dia de los Muertos skeletons and the Virgin of
Guadalupe are tangible examples of how he blends traditional imagery with a beautifully
comfortable connection to pop culture. A new piece in his studio painted on a snowboard
depicted a Chihuahua dog’s face in a luchador mask, flanked by Southwestern cacti, sunflowers, and roses. One of his small acrylics displays the Virgin Mary transformed into Wonder
Woman, the double W laced on her robe and the signature tiara, bracelets, and lasso of truth
adorning her.
Most of his pieces are acrylic painted on canvas, although he is just as capable with pen
and pencil. Flipping through his sketchbook, each page brings a new smile – a sketch of
Conan the Barbarian from the old movies, the grandmother from the Abuelita Mexican hot
chocolate boxes drinking a Tecate beer, a pug in a stately hat and bow tie over the Grey Poupon logo. The tired, sun-beaten face of a Mexican cowboy with gray just beginning to sneak
into his hair stared out from the paper with tangible longing.
Working from photos, he retains a high-contrast style emblematic of his paintings; using
long, dark shadows and stark lines with subtle shading to create an intimate accessibility in
his portraits without the distinctive color of his acrylics. When asked how he chooses his
subject matter, Mr. Medina replies, “Really, whatever speaks to me. When I was a kid I was into
comic books and would draw what I saw. I pull a lot from my religion and my culture, but it
could be anything.”
He points to a painting of a colossal stone head sculpture created by the ancient Olmec
people of Mexico. The image of the sculpture occupies the whole of the large canvas; ivory,

by

stephanie stinski

yellow, and white at its center, fading to black at the edges, emphasizing the size of the subject. “That statue was carved from a huge piece of a kind of stone not found anywhere near
the place where the sculpture was found. The people who created it had to go through so
much work to move it. The devotion and effort involved in bringing such a large stone from
so far away appealed to me. I wanted to paint it,” he says.
His art doesn’t end at the canvas. Ornate frames accent many pieces, continuing the color
swatches from the paintings. In one piece he created as a Valentine’s Day gift for his wife, a
single curious eye peers out from a heart. The edges of the canvas darken to a subfuscous
red and an intricate black frame surrounds the piece, doubling its size. The bright eye encompassed by this dark background gives it a subtle mystery: where is the heart staring out from
and what is it looking for? Some of his frames are complex, gold-adorned affairs, while others
have a softer, vintage styling. “Whenever I go to antique stores or thrift stores, that’s what
I look for. Sometimes I need to paint them to fit the piece, and sometimes they just work.”
Recently he found a new source of inspiration. He followed his wife to northern Apache
County last year and has been pleasantly surprised. “I never expected to move to a place like
Chinle,” he admits, having grown up around Los Angeles. “But I love it here! It is a great community and there is inspiration all around.”
On a whim, we drive out to nearby Canyon de Chelly. “I love taking people out here,” he
says with enthusiasm as we walk down little steps carved into the stone ground of a canyon
lookout. The canyon plummeted down below us and spread out into curves on either side.
The stone walls were their own natural canvas of reds, tans, browns, and blacks; painted by
time and rain. Deep shadows, not unlike those he uses in his paintings, shaded large portions of the canyon walls and made black holes out of caves in the side. Bright green was
beginning to spread along the canyon floor with the coming of spring, even though snow
still speckled its higher ledges from a storm earlier that week. “It changes with every season,
it always looks different,” he says, eager to show me Spider Rock, a famous pair of stone spires
rising almost 800 feet from the middle of the canyon floor. “I’ve never painted landscapes
before, but I’m planning to paint Spider Rock. I come out to the canyon all the time, and I
never get tired of it. It’s incredible.”
Mr. Medina’s innate kindness comes through in his work and just by meeting him, one can
feel the positivity of this up-and-coming artist. “I believe life is short. We take each fleeting moment for granted. Sometimes fear makes us close our eyes and we miss opportunities in our
daily life to enjoy it. My art is bold and colorful reflecting the idea that life should be celebrated.”
Juan Carlos Medina currently shows his work at Arizona Handmade Gallery in Flagstaff. He
will be present during the First Friday ArtWalk on Cinco de Mayo, from 6-9PM and his art is
featured the entire month of May. AZHandmade.com
www.thenoise.us
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In Bloom, one in Sky Black’s newest series touring Northern Arizona this summer.

detail, Imago Alas

Imago Alas, full

Sky Black, Surrealism and Stories

F

lannery O’Connor once said, “To the hard of hearing you shout, and for the almost-blind
you draw large and startling figures.”

While our society at large is not medically blind nor strictly visually impaired, there are
ways in which we become so accustomed to what we see every day, day in and day out, that
we become visually numb. Our eyes scan over so much text and so many images without
any of them making more than a dent in our conscious mind, that it takes something out of
the ordinary to cause us to stop long enough to consume, digest and search for meaning in
what we see. Surrealists attempt to restore our sight, and perhaps even our childlike sense of
wonder, by making the familiar appear startling and strange.
Sky Black’s surreal visions are beautiful, but tinged with the exact kinds of unsettling details that can turn a pleasant dream into a nightmare. For instance, as much as most of us
appreciate butterflies from afar, the idea of any kind of insect completely covering the body,
especially the eyes, ears, mouth and nose, is well within the realm of horror for many. In the
artist’s newest series, detailed above [Imago Alas] the butterflies are not just covering the
eyes, ears, mouth, and nose of the subject, they appear to be coming out his body, emerging from within. But that creepy feeling of wonder and awe just on the edge of horror and
nightmare are part of what make these paintings so effective, evocative and emotive. This
one, in particular is so effective in fact that it is difficult to look at it without running a hand
across your face to make sure nothing is landing on or bursting out of your skin. The reaction
is physical, the effect corporeal.
“I am always drawn to opposites,” Mr. Black said, “and in this case, the strong sense of
beauty in the butterflies, color and light are able to mix boldly with an unsettling and slightly
tormented posture of a man. This mixture may give the viewer a number of feelings both uplifting and unsure at the same time. As far as the meaning to me, I think it represents change
and that change can be both beautiful and uncomfortable at the same time. This theme is
reflected in the title as well. Imago is the final stage of a caterpillar becoming a butterfly.”
A recurring theme in Mr. Black’s oeuvre and in surrealism in general, is the sense of human
subjects being off-center, wrong-footed, not entirely in control of their surroundings or even
their own bodies [In Bloom]. Who hasn’t had a dream where their teeth fall out unexpectedly, or something erupts from their body Alien-style, or their hands become snakes or they
are covered in spiders? Usually these types of images are considered nightmarish because
the corruptibility of our physical form is one of our greatest fears. Yet in Mr. Black’s art, these
things happen to people who sometimes appear at peace with their changes, with their
changeling-ness, with being hybrids of humans and animals. Or calm and lovely animals
who have physically merged with trees or sailing ships. In other instances, the human face
or beast face on a human body appears to be screaming or roaring in outrage, fear or pain.
Surrealism can be viewed as an attempt to escape or perhaps surpass realism and reality
for the lucidity and fluidity of the dream state, seeking to legitimize the importance of the
dream state. In the visual representations of surrealism, one physical form often flows into
another the way one thought or idea leads to the next. A man can have the head of an elephant or a tiger, a boy can have the head of an ostrich that makes him as tall as a man [Mine!].
This is the stuff of dreams. Who is to say our dreams are not real? They occur in time, though
time can be warped and altered within the dream. We experience them. We remember them.
The thoughts, images, and ideas in dreams come from somewhere. And many of the things
that eventually become new innovations and inventions, started off as dreams. Many artists
and writers also credit dreams as sources for the ideas that spawn their work.
We all know from our own personal experience with dreams just how quickly a beautiful and lucid dream can twist and transform into a nightmare. There are ways in which
this story plays out both when we are asleep and when we are awake. The technological
advances of the last century are the stuff of futurism and fantasy from the century before.

by

JEN TURRELL

Yet for so many of the actions and progressions of mankind, few could anticipate the true
toll these advancements have taken and continue to take on individuals, on the nature that
comes into contact with our advancements and on the earth as a whole.
When asked for some background on where the ideas for his paintings start, Mr. Black says,
“I like a good story and in a good story there is much room for an interested audience to play
with meanings, interpretations, and potential outcomes. This is how I like to approach my
work. I enjoy the slight vulnerability that comes from painting pictures that might mean ten
different things to ten different viewers.”
This 25-year old artist is very good at getting people to look twice, spend more time and
see more, because of the way he takes the familiar and renders it suddenly unfamiliar and
other. There are only a couple of examples where the surreal aspect of his art is not apparent
at first glance and a viewer is forced to look closer and see the ways in which he has rendered
the commonplace in an unusual or unrealistic way. Far more often, the subjects of his paintings are in the midst of massive transformation, becoming hybrids of humans and animals,
or perhaps their heads are made of flowers or fire.
While Mr. Black attests he rarely begins a painting with any kind of political intent, as a
member of his audience for the past 6 years as he’s ascended the Arizona art scene, from coffee shop openings to gala shows at arts centers and epic murals through popular alleyways,
this writer can’t help but see political messages in his work. My interpretation of his overarching narrative is one of nature fighting back against the insults of man, and of nature finding
ways to remind us that ultimately, we are part of her, not held above and apart as we like to
imagine. All it takes is a natural disaster, a shark attack or even an airplane crash to remind
us that we still exist in this world of hers and are subject to the whims of the wild, no matter
how hard we try to beat her down and bend her to our will.
“I honestly can’t think of many times where I purposefully chose to insert underlying political themes but I don’t doubt that some pieces may instigate thoughtfulness in this area.
Sometimes, metaphors and meanings will reveal themselves after the painting is done and
which were absent when I started the piece. Painting is always an emotional process for me
and I find a recurring objective is to attempt to describe human emotion in as many ways as
I can. Sometimes it’s a happy beautiful picture, other times it’s unsettling and raw.”
In Surrealism and the Cinema, Michael Gould writes, “Because surrealism makes the mind
puzzle and search, it is basically a constructive sensibility, which is bent on tearing down old values and opening up new horizons, and as such, it is a political sensibility.”
Perhaps the man covered in butterflies [Wake] is a logger baron having a dream that might
give him pause in his quest for profits through massive deforestation. The painting of business suits with tiny nuclear explosions for heads [The Men Who Sell the World] could be the
nightmare of an energy executive or defense contractor. Another painting of a man in a suit,
struggling to remove a tiger’s head from the top of his body [Not Himself] could be a Wolf of
Wall Street type when he realizes he can no longer separate himself from the beast he has
become.
Art is meant not only to be looked at, but also to make us gaze deeper into ourselves.
When looking at the paintings of Sky Black, we are humans gazing inside of humanity, the
humanity that is still a part of nature. Inside we see our own astounding collective complexity, beauty, tragedy and horror.
Mr. Black’s Giclee Print Show will be cycling through Flagstaff this summer starting at
Mountain Oasis in May, Firecreek in June, Criollo in July, Hops on Birch in August, Root
Public House in September and Brandy’s in October. You can see his most recent paintings
by appointment in his studio by contacting him at sky@skyblackart.com and you can learn
more about the man and his art at his website SkyBlackArt.com.
www.thenoise.us
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BEAUTY AND THE BEAST

SPRING ARTS CONNECTION EXPO

“Be our guest!” the folks at Alpine Community Theater proclaim, as they present Disney’s
Beauty and the Beast – The Broadway Musical the last weekend in April and the first of May.
This Academy Award-winning film comes to life in a romantic and beloved local take on the
classic fairytale.
Including all the songs by Alan Menken and the late Howard Ashman, along with new
songs by Tim Rice, Alpine Community Theater’s latest foray into popular musicals gives
credence to the longevity of the original Broadway production, which ran for over thirteen
years, seen by over 35 million patrons, and was nominated for nine Tony Awards, including
Best Musical.
ACT’s show consists of 80 cast members, ranging in ages from 4 to 60 from Flagstaff and
the surrounding communities, many of whom are new to theater, yet have honed their
skills in the last four months of rehearsal.
Performances are held at Sinagua Middle School Auditorium through May 6 on Friday
and Saturday nights from 7-9:30PM, with Saturday matinees at 2PM.
For further information, visit alpinecommunitytheateract-flag.godaddysites.com or
contact Tammy Jones at 928-266-7925, tammyljones67@hotmail.com .

Formerly known as the Artists’ Marketplace, the same great event with a new name will
be presented on Saturday May 6, from 10 AM-5 PM in the Flagstaff Mall concourse. This
show is for current Artist Coalition members only, $30 per 8 x 8’ booth, and the ACF does not
take any commission; application deadline is May 1. flagstaff-arts.org/arts-connectionexpo.html

CAPOEIRA FEST

Capoeira Amizade Flagstaff is gearing up to host an international African Brazilian festival during the first week of May. Capoeira Angola practitioners from around the world will
visit Flagstaff for a week of workshops, classes, and events with renowned Master teachers
and performers Cabello and Tisza from Bahia, Brazil.
Capoeira Angola is an Afro-Brazilian cultural practice that combines dance, acrobatics,
martial arts, and music. Recognized by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization as a world heritage cultural expression, Capoeira Angola is fast becoming a popular practice around the world.
“We have been serving the Flagstaff community for about seven years,” says Bret Titcomb, who serves on the board of Capoeira Amizade, the Flagstaff-based nonprofit organization. “We have been providing regular weekly classes, unique cultural performances,
workshops, and a special program at the Coconino County Juvenile Detention Center.
We also recently started a partnership with the Boys and Girls Club, and are offering kids
classes twice a week.”
“Our classes are open to all and we believe in the power of Capoeira to change lives,” says
Avi Henn, who is the founder and director of the group. “In many ways Capoeira Angola
is an antithesis to the less healthy aspects of modern life. We learn how to reconnect with
our bodies and community through a regular and dedicated physical and musical practice.
This upcoming festival is a way for us to connect with fellow practitioners from around the
country and world, and put Flagstaff on the map.”
Titled DanceBatukeira, the festival will provide ample opportunities for the general
public to participate, including a number of African Brazilian percussion and dance workshops. And boardmember Mohaamed AlShalaby proclaims, “We will be out and about during First Friday ArtWalk, May 5th and are excited to demonstrate to the public how beautiful
Capoeira Angola is!” CapoeiraFlagstaff.org

LYRIC OPERA’S MUSICAL GALA
Whether looking to explore the world of opera, or are already a fan of the art form, the
Northern Arizona University Lyric Theater Musical Gala promises a delightful evening
of story and song.
“We are combining musical forces with symphony and choir and are sure to perform
something for everyone,” says Lyric Theater Director Eric Gibson. “It will be an opera extravaganza.”
The gala features Lyric Theater soloists and ensembles, voice faculty, the NAU Shrine of
the Ages Choir and the NAU Symphony Orchestra, at 7:30PM, Saturday, May 6, in NAU Ardrey Memorial Auditorium.
The evening will focus on opera “major hits” says Mr. Gibson. Included in the lineup are
songs from well-known operas such as Richard Wagner’s Tannhauser; George Bizet’s Carmen; George Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess; Richard Strauss’ Die Fledermaus and more.
Twenty-five Lyric Opera students — and more than a hundred music students in choirs
and orchestras — will be featured in the Lyric Theater Musical Gala.
For tickets, ticketing.nau.edu or call 928-523-5661. Group discounts available.

20TH ANNIVERSARY FLAGSTAFF OPEN STUDIOS
The final deadline for applications as a participating artist for the 20th Anniversary Flagstaff Open Studios is fast in coming: May 1!
There are some very special events, programs, and promotions planned for this anniversary, including all new Boot Camps for New & Returning Artists that will aid every artist in
preparing for Open Studios.
The updated FOS Rules and Regulations and application can be found at: flagstaff-arts.
org/open-studios.html
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SHARRON PORTER

STICKS AND STONES
Sharron Porter’s acrylic textured landscapes, which she likes to call “Landstracts” are inspired by her move to the Southwest. Slightly abstracted with rock-like textured surfaces,
the resulting paintings appear to focus on the sheer visual and tactile qualities of experience. Somehow, however, they also exude an undeniably anthropomorphic feeling: closeups of rocks, trees, water, twigs, caves, interestingly arranged, in an emotive relationship
with each other and the light in which they bathe. The rich textures, heightened colors and
often the inclusion of rocks and branches, make the experience of viewing them visceral.
Ms. Porter sees this intense physicality as a potential distraction from the spiritual dimension, so often seeks to portray what she describes as “routes of escape” in her compositions,
little “shelterings” from this intensely physical plane. In the end, what is achieved is a vision
of nature that is phenomenal, personal, and yet spiritual.
Over the years, Ms. Porter has hiked the trails around the Verde Valley and has slowly developed her research photography for paintings into a very personal statement. She found
that up close, there were natural “gardens” of rocks and trees and natural debris that invited
her in. She loved the feeling of being in the presence of rocky caves and arroyos, with all the
natural forms and textures surrounding her.
First experimenting with taking close-up shots of the landscape, she soon began abstracting her photocompositions at home on the computer, cropping them, exaggerating
the colors, textures and lighting. Transferring these images to canvas, she knew she wanted
the end product to be as physically exciting as the original experience. After experimenting

ARTSBRIEFS: MAY2017
on several paintings using different gel mediums for surface texture and dimension, she
settled on pumice gel for the rocky textures she so loved.
Also, having been a sculptor for much of the earlier part of her career, she began to crave
even more dimension and realistic texture in her compositions. She began building up the
substrate of the canvases and adding rocks and twigs and branches to the surface … Thus,
her very original 3-D Relief Landstracts were born.
A former art instructor, Ms. Porter has been a member of galleries and art centers in Chicago, Pennsylvania, Florida and Sedona, and shown her work in solo and group exhibitions
throughout her long career. She holds a BA in Art Education from the University of Illinois,
an MA in Sculpture from Northern Illinois University, and has taken years of supplementary
art and education classes and workshops in various disciplines. She is a member of Gallery
527 in Jerome, Arizona, and has recently been included in an anthology written and edited
by art critic, Louise Sheldon MacDonald, entitled Sedona’s Best Artists.
Gallery 527 in Jerome will open Ms. Porter’s new show on May 6 from 5-8PM during the
monthly Jerome Art Walk event. The show will continue through June 2017.

CROSS POLLINATION

The State Bar is bringing pollinators to the public with an art and science show celebrating the wonder, importance and scientific knowledge of pollinators in our natural world.
The pollinator art show continues through the end of May, including talks and workshops
with local artists and scientists on the following dates: May 5, May 9, and May 23. At every
event the State Bar will offer 20% off all drink, art, & raffle sales to go to support local pollinator habitat projects.
The Arboretum at Flagstaff will benefit from the May 9 talk with Gail Morris from the
Southwest Monarch Watch. The Arboretum at Flagstaff is home to 750 species of plants
in gardens, greenhouses, and natural habitats and is located 4 miles south of Route 66
on Woody Mountain Road on Flagstaff ’s west side. The Arboretum offers summer nature
camps, school programs, and a variety of other fun and informative events. theArb.org

MELINDA ANDERSON

DEBBIE THOMAS

F-STOPS AND FAUXBOTS

HUMAN NATURE DANCE THEATER

MIGRATION
Human Nature Dance Theater will perform an evening of dance, including Migration, a
new work that explores current immigration issues through emotional personal experience, using a mix of dance, theater, spoken word and music.
Imagine a time when you pack your essentials and walk out the door never to return.
What if a disaster causes you to build up reserves, cut back on expenses and hunker down?
What if the storm is so severe, that the only recourse is to abandon everything and search
out a new land on which to start again? Some are living that life now. First one, then another, and then entire communities floating over seas, walking across borders and landing
in unknown territory with no map of the future, like butterflies.
Human Nature Dance Theater creates original dance performance, as a collective of
cross-disciplinary artists, emphasizing experimental, environmental, and intergenerational perspectives. For over 20 years, HNDT has produced events at Arcosanti, in Flagstaff,
Prescott, and Portland. Founded in 1994, HNDT received the Otto Renee Castillo Award for
political theater, were featured in Rising (a film about sculptor John Waddell), and were
funded by the Smithsonian and Dark Skies to create Dreaming Dark. The film Dance Down
River shot on the Colorado River has been shown in festivals worldwide.
Human Nature Dance Theater and Flagstaff Arts Council are pleased to present Migration
at the Coconino Center for the Arts on Saturday, May 27. Doors open at 7PM and the concert
begins at 7:30PM.
FlagArtsCouncil.org | HumanNatureDance.org | (928) 779-2300.

Tis Art Gallery in Prescott features photographers Melinda Anderson and Debbie
Thomas, during the 4th Friday Art Walk reception May 26, 5-8PM
Says Ms. Anderson: “I love all kinds of subjects for photography, but am drawn especially to
nature and people. I find beauty in light, line, shape and color — and in negative space and
soft focus and blur as well. I often use macro lenses, because I find the small details in nature
to be fascinating. I enjoy using alternative camera techniques such as intentional camera
movement and multiple exposures in some of my work to create an impressionistic feel.”
Ms. Thomas says: “Having done art all my life, I have been excited to discover sculpture
and have it become my overriding passion. This, more than any of the previous forms my
art has taken, draws me to keep working every day. It has allowed me to adapt my jewelry
making skills to a larger scale and to work with other types of metal and bigger equipment.
As a former biologist, my early wall sculptures all incorporated trees. I love using bronze
casting splatter to mimic leaves.
“Currently my obsession is with ‘fauxbots’ — whimsical found object robots. These robots
are purely decorative, and I strive to make each have a charming personality that will make
people smile. It is not always easy to do with nuts, bolts, and odd bits of machinery and
household objects. This is why I cannot pass a junkyard, garage sale or dumpster without
looking for new shapes.
“For that is what I’m really doing, translating the shapes of the metal pieces in a new way
to represent familiar animals, people or creatures. It is fun for me to watch people analyze
my sculptures to discover what they are made from. I’m often asked how I ever thought of
these, and I can only say I definitely have a different way of looking at the world around me!”

TRADITIONAL AND CONTEMPORARY

Beginning May 18 and continuing through June 20, Journeys in Spirit returns, with an
Opening Reception Friday, May 26, 5-8PM. The festivities continue throughout the weekend, with artist demonstrations, discussions, a dance & raffle. The show is presented by ‘Tis
and the Smoki Museum with additional support from the City of Prescott and the Prescott
Area Arts and Humanities Council.
Entering into its eighth year, “Journeys in Spirit 2018” brings together artists from many
Native cultures including the Acoma, Apache, Choctaw, Diné, Hopi, Yaqui, Yavapai and Zuni.
For each of the artists, the making of art is an integral part of life. For many, inspiration
emerges from stories, ceremonies and rituals passed to them through many generations.
Sacred colors, symbolic imagery and materials from the earth are integrated into the final
work. For others, it emanates from personal experience in today’s world where so many
walk and work within and outside of their tribal lands.
The selected work for “Journeys in Spirit” encompasses a variety of mediums including
beadworking, metalsmithing, painting, woodcarving, basketry, photography and sculpture.
Some of the artists work in traditional style while others gravitate towards the contemporary
and/or a combination of both. For all, it is evident the creation of art is an ongoing quest for
discovery and knowledge. It is every artist’s journey and there are stories to be told.
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astrologically speaking ...
May 2017 ~ ~ Movement & Manifestation to the Max

F

ive months of working behind the scenes is about to pay off with notable
launches forward. There may be a sleepy start as Mercury goes direct on
May 3 with the shadow period lasting until May 21 (meaning it takes until then
for Mercury to regain full strength), and Venus will still take until May 19 to
regain its full strength. Even in the time of these remaining shadow periods
that encompass a good bit of the month, there are some excellent aspects to
help start moving things along, especially starting May 9.
Mars (and later in the month, the Sun) in Gemini really bring the desire for
movement, physical and otherwise, and there will definitely be progress and
major manifestations.
Even though the Sun and Mercury spend time in the grounded sign of Taurus, the predominant energies are Aries and Gemini. Air and fire feeding off
of each other and the general restlessness and calls to action associated with
both Gemini and Aries can’t help but bring long-awaited manifestations and
focus away from the past and into blazing future trails. At the same time, there
will definitely be hiccups along the way as every sweet aspect this month
seems to be accompanied by a tricky one. The best way to manage these energies is to make the forward efforts as long as they are flowing and then during
the times where an impediment makes itself manifest, hold up and observe
until clarity and flow return.
Starting May 21 we have our first period of time in this whole year that is
free from personal planet retrogrades (or their shadows). This open time runs
from May 21-July 24.
Some bursts of sweet energy could come in on or near: May 3, 9, 10, 11, 12,
18, 19, 21, 25, 28, 30. Expect some temporary impediments to the inevitable
changes that are in process: May 3, 10, 11, 18, 19, 21 25, 28, 29.

Check out more May Highlights:
** Note: often the effects of planetary transits are felt before or after the actual day the transit occurs.
May 1 — May Day/Beltane — The magical midpoint between the March
Equinox and the Summer Solstice. This day always feels energetically like the
start of Summer (in the Northern Hemisphere) to me instead of the typical
June 21 date followed by most.
May 3 — Mercury Direct at 24° of Aries — The planet that rules communication and transportation returns to its normal movement today but remember that even though it will be officially direct, the several days after a direction
change can be most haywire in daily activities and it will take until May 21 until
the transit is completely clear. The Sun in Taurus also makes a beautiful angle
with Neptune today making it a great day for quiet personal pursuits.
May 9 — Sun in Taurus Trine Pluto in Capricorn — This beautiful alignment brings increased potential for someone or something with tremendous
power to align with your desires. The power could come from a discovery, a
person, a mysterious source, or countless other places. Following hunches at
this time especially assists the alignment.
May 10 — Full Moon at 20° of Scorpio — Something in the arenas of
shared power or resources, intimate business, romantic, or other relationships,
esoteric studies, psychological matter or studies, mysteries or research come
to fullness, completion, or fruition now. Mercury is also conjunction Uranus
today so some nerve-jangling or positively exciting news could accompany
this energy. Always guard your head and brain when Uranus connects with
another planet in Aries.

BY

ANNIE BOTTICELLI

May 12 — Mars in Gemini Trine Jupiter in Libra — The forward movement
that has been brewing as a possibility really starts to advance with this transit.
This is a great time to actively put plans into motion. Travel and/or notable
news regarding writing or other communications are likely now. Writers and
others working in the field of communication will love this time. This is also a
great transit to purchase a vehicle, but still stay practical with how much you
can really afford for a payment.
May 14 — Transiting Nodes Change to the Leo/Aquarius Polarity — The
years of this transit bring major attention to finding your bliss.
May 18 — Sun in Taurus Sextile Chiron in Pisces — This transit brings a
chance to easily convert a weakness or wound into a strength. Vulnerability
equals power at this time.
May 18-19 — Saturn in Sagittarius Trine Uranus in Aries — This is the
second of these three brilliant match-ups, the likes of which won’t happen
again until 2047. The first of the series was December 24, 2016, and the last will
be November 11, 2017. These titans coming together like this bring massive
potential for harmonious transitions into drastically improved ways of living.
This transit became very active towards the end of April 2017 and will remain
strong all through May and into the first half of June. It brings great support
for major changes in every area of life.
May 19 — Venus in Aries Opposing Jupiter in Libra — This same day the
Venus retrograde shadow finally clears, it makes an opposition with Jupiter.
Usually this type of transit brings challenges but when the two benefics of the
zodiac meet in this way, the result is usually overindulging in fun, spending, or
other excess. It is a great time to unwind but try to hold prudence as a balancing point. Alternatively, there is an increased chance for burn-out, burning the
candle at both ends, trying to satisfy relationship expectations and needs of
the self.
May 21 — Mercury retrograde shadow clears — This day starts the first
open time period free of retrograde personal planets this whole year. This open
time frame runs through July 24.
May 25 — New Moon at almost 5° of Gemini — Make your ten New Moon
wishes now, especially on the topics of communication (including devices like
phones, tablets, or computers and also topics of writing, editing, other work
or project centered around communication), mobility, vehicles, siblings, cousins (and other relatives who are not parents or kids), respiratory health, arms,
wrists, hand health.
May 25 — Venus in Aries Square Pluto in Capricorn — This combination
puts major pressure on money, love, and self-perception. A person or entity
whose opinions or actions effect your world may be misusing their energy or
being too harsh or unfair. Empowerment through awareness can be a positive
side effect of this conflict as true colors may be shown now.
May 28 — Mercury in Taurus Sextile Neptune in Pisces — Quiet time can
be well spent now bringing rest, renewal, and grounding amidst the active
energies of this time.
May 28-29 — Mars in Gemini Opposing Saturn in Sagittarius — Movement is temporarily halted by the need to go back and take care of important
details. Some authority figure, responsibility or other obligation brings a reality check.

May 11 — Mars in Gemini Square Neptune in Pisces — Information overload is very likely now, bringing confusion and hesitation. If you are unclear
what to do, doing nothing until clarity is attained is a good idea.

May 30 — Mars in Gemini Sextile Uranus in Aries — Surprise news or
opportunities are common during this transit. A brilliant idea put into action
could work out really well.

May 11 — Mercury in Aries Trine Saturn in Sagittarius — Even amidst the
intensity of the two previously listed transits this aspect can bring good news
and forward movement on long term projects.

May 31 — Mercury in Taurus Trine Pluto in Capricorn — Powerful insights
or assistance from the lesser seen realms predominate now. Grounded action
is fueled by emotional connections or support.
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MONDAY 5/1
Star Wars Scavenger
Hunt for tweens and
teens (8-18), 3:30-5PM,
Downtown Flagstaff
Library, Flagstaff.
Ferris Bueller’s Day
Off, film, 5:30PM & 8PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.

Karaoke with Ricky Bill,
9:30PM, Monte Vista,
Flagstaff.
Pro Teens w/ special
guests Stainhaus,
10PM, Flagstaff
Brewing Company,
Flagstaff.

WEDNESDAY 5/3

Open Figure Drawing
Session, 6-9PM,
Coconino Center for
the Arts, Flagstaff.

Ferris Bueller’s Day
Off, film, 5:30PM & 8PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.

School of Music
Student Artist Series:
Cho Hee Hwang,
soprano, 7:30PM,
Ardrey Memorial
Auditorium, NAU,
Flagstaff.

Karl Jones, irish music,
6:30PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.

UV-TV (FL), Kill Your
Television (PHX), Rabbit
Trap, Egg Princess,
psych and alternative
rock, 8PM, Firecreek
Coffee Company,
Flagstaff.

NAU Wind Symphony
Concert, 7:30PM,
Ardrey Memorial
Auditorium, NAU,
Flagstaff.

TUESDAY 5/2
The Professional
Writers of Prescott
presents “Local
Authors at the Library”,
reading/booksigning,
5-8PM, Prescott Public
Library, Prescott.
Tim Bauerschmidt &
Ramie Liddle: Driving
Miss Norma, reading/
booksigning, 5-8PM,
Peregrine Book
Company, Prescott.
Ferris Bueller’s Day
Off, film, 5:30PM & 8PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.
NAU Jazz Combos,
7PM, Firecreek Coffee
Company, Flagstaff.
Open Jam Session,
7PM, 10-12 Lounge,
Clarkdale.
NAU Symphonic Band
Concert, 7:30PM,
Ardrey Memorial
Auditorium, NAU,
Flagstaff.
Drumz & Dance Party!,
8PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.
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Thoughtcrime, Loss
For Concern, Akrid,
7PM, The Green Room,
Flagstaff.

Poetry Slam, 7:30PM,
Firecreek Coffee
Company, Flagstaff.
Steve Graves Band,
country/folk rock,
9:30PM, Monte Vista,
Flagstaff.

THURSDAY 5/4
Alligator Juniper
Literary Magazine
2017 Launch Party
w/ readings by James
& Judith Walsh, 2PM,
Peregrine Book
Company, Prescott.
Arizona Humanities
Lecture: Meteorites
Among Ancient Native
American Cultures,
5PM, Prescott Public
Library, Prescott.
Hot Topics Cafe: What
Barriers Should Art
Break?, 6PM, Coconino
Center for the Arts,
Flagstaff.
decker., alternative
rock/americana, 7PM,
Oak Creek Brewery,
Sedona.
Face To Face (Only Az
Show) w/ Bad Cop/Bad
Cop, 8PM, The Green
Room, Flagstaff.
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Flaglaffs Open Mic
Comedy (7PM signup),
8PM, Firecreek Coffee
Company, Flagstaff.
Michael Batdorf, 8PM,
Raven Café, Prescott.
The Big Lebowski Night,
film, 8PM, Orpheum
Theater, Flagstaff.
Karaoke with Ricky Bill,
9:30PM, Monte Vista,
Flagstaff.
Lyricist Lounge, hip
hop/poetry, 9:30PM,
The McMillan, Flagstaff.

FRIDAY 5/5
Community Read Book
Discussion: House
of Apache Fires by
Sedona Author Morgan
Jameson, 2PM, Sedona
Public Library, Sedona.
First Friday Artwalk,
6-9PM, Downtown
Flagstaff, Flagstaff.
Happy Fits (NJ),
Joywolf, 6PM, Firecreek
Coffee Company,
Flagstaff.
Alpine Community
Theater Announces
“Disney’s Beauty and
the Beast”, theater,
7PM, Sinagua Middle
School Auditorium,
Flagstaff.
First Friday Live Music,
7PM, The McMillan,
Flagstaff.
Cinco de Mayo
Featuring: Vox Urbana,
8PM, Orpheum
Theater, Flagstaff.
The Fallen Stars,
americana, 8PM, Raven
Café, Prescott.
The Mods, rock n
roll, 8PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.
Electric Kingdom First
Fridays, dj/vj/art, 9PM,
The Green Room,
Flagstaff.
Enormodome, 90’s
cover band, 9:30PM,
Monte Vista, Flagstaff.
Sol Drop and Playboy
Manbaby, 9:30PM,
Firecreek Coffee
Company, Flagstaff.
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DECKER. @ MONTE VISTA 5/12

BUD ELLIS

KARL JONES @ OAK CREEK BREW 5/3

SATURDAY 5/6
Spring Arts Connection
Expo, 10AM, Flagstaff
Mall, Flagstaff.

Shanda and the
Howlers, rockabilly/
swing/60’s, 9:30PM,
Monte Vista, Flagstaff.

Cartooning for Kids
With The Janimal,
ages 7-18, 11AM-1PM,
Cottonwood Public
Library, Cottonwood.

SUNDAY 5/7

Alpine Community
Theater Announces
“Disney’s Beauty and
the Beast”, theater,
2PM, Sinagua Middle
School Auditorium,
Flagstaff.

YC Music Department:
YC Goes to Hogwarts
- The Music of Harry
Potter, 3PM, Yavapai
College Performing
Arts Center, Prescott.

It’s Free Comic Book
Day!, 2PM, Peregrine
Book Company,
Prescott.
Lorenzo, 3-6PM,
Oak Creek Brewery,
Sedona.
“Disney’s Beauty and
the Beast”, theater,
7PM, Sinagua Middle
School Auditorium,
Flagstaff.
The Izzies, 7PM, 10-12
Lounge, Clarkdale.
Maude, Billy & Mr. “D”
a folk opera by Katie
Lee, 7:30PM, Mingus
Union High School
Theater, Cottonwood.
NAU Lyric Theater,
Symphony Orchestra
and Choirs, 7:30PM,
Ardrey Memorial
Auditorium, NAU,
Flagstaff.
Open Mic w/ James
Turner, 8PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.
Scandalous Hands,
funk/soul, 8PM, Raven
Café, Prescott.
Viola & The Brakemen
CD Release, 8PM,
Firecreek Coffee
Company, Flagstaff.
Summer Kickoff
Featuring A Band
Called Sports, 9PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.
Funk Lounge w/ DJ
Bear Cole, dj/dance,
9:30PM, The McMillan,
Flagstaff.

August West, 3-6PM,
Oak Creek Brewery,
Sedona.

Neon Allstars, 5PM, 1012 Lounge, Clarkdale.
Flagstaff Sings!,
6:45PM, Coconino
Center for the Arts,
Flagstaff.
NAU Student Film
Festival, 7PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.
Karaoke, 8PM, The
Green Room, Flagstaff.
Real Life Buildings, Zeb
Max, Diners, The Cesar
Ruiz Band, indie rock,
8PM, Firecreek Coffee
Company, Flagstaff.

MONDAY 5/8
The Full Monty,
film, 5:30PM & 8PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.
Open Figure Drawing
Session, 6-9PM,
Coconino Center for
the Arts, Flagstaff.
Karaoke, 8PM, The
Green Room, Flagstaff.
Molly Burch (Austin),
Brannen Ave, David
Strackany, Egg
Princess, alternative
singer/songwriter,
8PM, Firecreek Coffee
Company, Flagstaff.

TUESDAY 5/9
The Full Monty,
film, 5:30PM & 8PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.

BROTHER 2 BROTHER @ 10-12 LOUNGE 5/

M
School of Music
Student Artist Series:
A Graduate Recital
by Lyndsay Davies,
piano, 7:30PM, Ardrey
Memorial Auditorium,
NAU, Flagstaff.

FRIDAY 5/12

Drumz & Dance Party!,
8PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.

Flaglaffs Comedy
Showcase, 8PM,
Firecreek Coffee
Company, Flagstaff.

Karaoke with Ricky Bill,
9:30PM, Monte Vista,
Flagstaff.

WEDNESDAY 5/10
AZ Humanities
Program: Beyond the
Underground Railroad,
presentation, 1:30PM,
Sedona Public Library,
Sedona.
Watercolor painting,
all levels w/ Gretchen
Lopez, 5:30-8PM,
Visible Difference,
Flagstaff.
Karl Jones, irish music,
6:30PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.
Blue October, 8PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.
Project Nine, horror
punk rock, 9:30PM,
Monte Vista, Flagstaff.

THURSDAY 5/11
Dog & Dave, 5PM, 1012 Lounge, Clarkdale.
Death Cafe Hosted by
Dani LaVoire, group
discussion, 6:30PM,
Peregrine Book
Company, Prescott.
Francine & Francios,
7PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.
El Dub, 8PM, The Green
Room, Flagstaff.
The Fred Mitchim Band,
bluesy psych rock, 8PM,
Raven Café, Prescott.
Karaoke with Ricky Bill,
9:30PM, Monte Vista,
Flagstaff.
Lyricist Lounge, hip
hop/poetry, 9:30PM,
The McMillan, Flagstaff.

A

Overland Expo, 9AM10PM, Ft. Tuthill,
Flagstaff.
Bob Shimizu, jazz, 8PM,
Raven Café, Prescott.

Lounge Dragons, 8PM,
Oak Creek Brewery,
Sedona.
decker., alternative
rock/americana, 9:30PM,
Monte Vista, Flagstaff.
12X12 Fundraiser,
5:30PM, Sedona Arts
Center, Sedona.

SATURDAY 5/13
Overland Expo, 8AM10PM, Ft. Tuthill,
Flagstaff.
Met Opera: Der
Rosenkavalier, 9:30AM,
Yavapai College
Performing Arts
Center, Prescott.
Oil painting, all levels
w/ Gretchen Lopez,
10-2PM, Visible
Difference, Flagstaff.
Eric Dieterle: Where
the Wind Dreams
of Staying, reading/
booksigning, 2PM,
Peregrine Book
Company, Prescott.
Bill Barnes, acoustic
rock, 3-6PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.
Tapestry of Song 2017,
4PM, Yavapai College
Performing Arts
Center, Prescott.
2nd Saturday Artwalk
ft. Photographer
Georgia Michalicek,
6-9PM, The Gallery in
Williams, Williams.
The Eastside Show/2nd
Saturday Artwalk, 6PM,
Flagstaff School of
Music, Flagstaff.
Brother 2 Brother,
7PM, 10-12 Lounge,
Clarkdale.

Got a Date?

Y
MONDAYS
Burger Monday - $5 Route
66 Burger, 6-10PM, The
McMillan, Flagstaff.
Monday Night Movie,
free, 6PM, Sedona Public
Library, Sedona.
Trivia by Sean, 7PM, Raven
Café, Prescott.

TUESDAYS
Tacos & Tequila Tuesday 30% off tequilas & $3
tacos, 6PM, The McMillan,
Flagstaff.
Movie Tuesday: Actor
Spotlight, movie, specials,
7PM, Raven Café, Prescott.

WEDNESDAYS
Flight Club, beer & wine
tasting, Raven Café,
Prescott.
Whiskey Wednesday - 30%
off all whiskey & scotch
(except during Happy Hour),
The McMillan, Flagstaff.
Free Bike & Brew, group
cycling, 4-6PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.
Charly’s Team Trivia, 7:309:30PM, Charly’s Pub &
Grill, Flagstaff.
Y2K Wednesdays - 50¢ PBR
& Well, 8-10PM; $2 PBR &
Drinks, 10PM-2AM, 8PM2AM, The Green Room,
Flagstaff.

THURSDAYS
3 Dollar Thursdays, $3
drink specials, Raven Café,
Prescott.
All Day Happy Hour, ,
Charly’s Pub & Grill/The
Gopher Hole, Flagstaff.
Youth Chess Club, all levels,
3:30-5PM, Sedona Public
Library, Sedona.
Ladies’ Night, 7-11PM, Oak
Creek Brewery, Sedona.
Basement Beatz, 8PM,
Charly’s Pub & Grill,
Flagstaff.

FRIDAYS
Code Club for Tweens &
Teens (ages 7+), 3-4:45PM,
Sedona Public Library,
Sedona.

SATURDAYS
Integral Sedona, group
discussion, 10AM, Sedona
Public Library, Sedona.
Children’s Story Time, 11AM,
Peregrine Book Company,
Prescott.
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LUCKY LENNY
@RAVEN CAFE 5/20

BLACK FOREST SOCIETY@OAK CREEK BREW 5/18

0

SUNDAYS

1

7

All Day Happy Hour, , The
McMillan, Flagstaff.

YC Music Department
presents Musical
Fusion, 7PM, Yavapai
College Performing
Arts Center, Prescott.

Trivia Night w/ Lindsay
& Savanna, 9PM, Monte
Vista, Flagstaff.

Hot Buttered Rum,
8PM, The Green
Room, Flagstaff.

DAILY

Ice Sword Midwest
Tour Kickoff w/
special guests, metal,
8PM, Firecreek Coffee
Company, Flagstaff.

All Day Happy Hour, ,
Charly’s Pub & Grill/The
Gopher Hole, Flagstaff.

“Universal Threads”, thru
5/14, 10AM-5PM M-T,
Th-Sa; 12-5PM Su, Tis Art
Gallery, Prescott.
“Objects Found 2017”,
thru 5/16, 10AM-5PM M-T,
Th-Sa; 12-5PM Su, Tis Art
Gallery, Prescott.

Matthew O’Neill,
americana/folk rock,
8PM, Raven Café,
Prescott.

“F-Stops and Fauxbots” ,
5/14-6/14, 10AM-5PM M-T,
Th-Sa; 12-5PM Su, Tis Art
Center & Gallery, Prescott.

Open Mic w/ James
Turner, 8PM, Oak
Creek Brewery,
Sedona.

“Journeys in Spirit 2017:
American Indian Artists”,
5/18-6/20, Artist Demos &
Dance, 5/26-5/30, 10AM5PM M-T, Th-Sa; 12-5PM Su,
Tis Art Center & Gallery,
Prescott.
Happy Hour, 4-9PM, Monte
Vista, Flagstaff.
Mon-Fri, Happy Hour,
3-6PM, The McMillan,
Flagstaff.
Mon-Fri, Happy Hour,
3-8PM, 10-12 Lounge,
Clarkdale.
Tue-Sat, Breaking the
Barrier - thru 5/27, fine
art exhibit, 11AM-5PM,
Coconino Center for the
Arts, Flagstaff.
Thu-Sat, Late Night
Special - $3 wells, $2 cans,
10PM-2AM, The McMillan,
Flagstaff.

MONTHLY
1st Wednesday - LGBT
Book Club, 5PM, Peregrine
Book Company, Prescott.
1st Thursday - Game
Time, board games, 3-7PM,
Peregrine Book Company,
Prescott.
1st Friday Indigo Art
Market, 5:30-9PM, The
Green Room, Flagstaff.

Bang Pow and
Enormodome, indie
alternative rock,
9:30PM, Monte Vista,
Flagstaff.
Funk Lounge w/
DJ Bear Cole, dj/
dance, 9:30PM, The
McMillan, Flagstaff.

Open Jam, 7PM, 10-12
Lounge, Clarkdale.
Drumz & Dance Party!,
8PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.
La Inedita, 8PM, The
Green Room, Flagstaff.
Twin Ponies, Baked,
Morgan’s Bed, ABC
Sports, indie punk,
8PM, Firecreek Coffee
Company, Flagstaff.
Karaoke with Ricky Bill,
9:30PM, Monte Vista,
Flagstaff.

WEDNESDAY 5/17

MONDAY 5/15
Testament, 6:30PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.

3rd Saturday - The
Payback, dj/throwback
dance party, 9:30PM, The
Gopher Hole, Flagstaff.

We are the Astroid,
alt punk rock,
9:30PM, Monte Vista,
Flagstaff.

Anger Management
Stand Up Comedy EARLY SHOW, 7PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.

Making the Most of
Your Social Security,
presentation, 2PM,
Sedona Public Library,
Sedona.
Save The Waves Film
Festival, 6:15PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.
Black Forest Society,
7PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.
Branches w/ Fallen
Arrows, americana/folk
rock, 8PM, Raven Café,
Prescott.
The Heartbeat, house
and edm dance party,
9PM, Firecreek Coffee
Company, Flagstaff.
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Blume w/ DJ MArty
MArr and DJ Nomadik,
dj/dance, 9:30PM,
Monte Vista, Flagstaff.
Funk Lounge w/ DJ
Bear Cole, dj/dance,
9:30PM, The McMillan,
Flagstaff.

SUNDAY 5/21

D.Lux Trio, 8PM,
Oak Creek Brewery,
Sedona.

Jerome Historic Home
& Building Tour, 9AM3PM, Jerome.

King Lil G, 8PM, The
Green Room, Flagstaff.

Thomas Byers Guitar
Studio Student Concert,
2PM, Firecreek Coffee
Company, Flagstaff.

Outlaw Inlaws,
rockabilly, 9:30PM,
Monte Vista, Flagstaff.

THURSDAY 5/18

DJentrification, Stoney
Pie, DJ Emmett White,
Dewomp, Liquid
Mountain Light Show,
dance party/visuals,
9PM, Firecreek Coffee
Company, Flagstaff.

Britches, prog rock/
funk/fusion, 8PM, Raven
Café, Prescott.

Karl Jones, irish music,
6:30PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.

Hubcap Stealers,
alternative rock, 9:30PM,
Monte Vista, Flagstaff.

Karaoke, 8PM,
The Green Room,
Flagstaff.

FRIDAY 5/19

Salmon Fishing in the
Yemen, film, 5:30PM
& 8PM, Orpheum
Theater, Flagstaff.

JR Robusto, 3-6PM,
Oak Creek Brewery,
Sedona.
Combo Deluxe/
Monthly Food
Challenge, rock/
country/soul, 5PM, 1012 Lounge, Clarkdale.

Lyricist Lounge, hip
hop/poetry, 9:30PM,
The McMillan, Flagstaff.

Anger Management
Stand Up Comedy
- LATE SHOW, 9PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.

Overland Expo, 8AM10PM, Ft. Tuthill,
Flagstaff.

SUNDAY 5/14

Karaoke, 8PM,
The Green Room,
Flagstaff.

Last Monday-Vinyl Swap,
8PM, Monte Vista, Flagstaff.

Salmon Fishing in the
Yemen, film, 5:30PM
& 8PM, Orpheum
Theater, Flagstaff.

GROUNDWATER: To
Enact a Law for the
Common Good..., film
screening/discussion,
7PM, Elks Theater,
Prescott.

3rd Thursday - Science on
Tap, 6:30-8PM, 21+, The
Green Room, Flagstaff.

4th Tuesday - Good
Evening FIBA - Business
Spotlight Party @ Toasted
Owl Café, 5:30PM, FIBA,
Flagstaff.

TUESDAY 5/16

Karaoke with Ricky Bill,
9:30PM, Monte Vista,
Flagstaff.

Reno Divorce, The
Henchmen, 10PM, The
Green Room, Flagstaff.

SATURDAY 5/20
Jerome Historic Home
& Building Tour, 9AM3PM, Jerome.
Oil painting, all levels
w/ Gretchen Lopez,
10AM-2PM, Visible
Difference, Flagstaff.
Dave Harvey, 3-6PM,
Oak Creek Brewery,
Sedona.
12th Annual Bob Dylan
Birthday Concert, 7PM,
Old Town Center for
the Arts, Cottonwood.
The Retros, 7PM, 10-12
Lounge, Clarkdale.
Lucky Lenny, bluegrass,
8PM, Raven Café,
Prescott.
Open Mic w/ James
Turner, 8PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.

Tara Lynn Walrus,
3-6PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.
Boys to Men AZ 4th
Annual Play It Forward
Fest w/ Walt Richardson
& Friends, music &
mentoring, 4-8PM,
Holiday Courtyard on
the Square, Prescott, .
Johnny Lingo Trio,
5PM, 10-12 Lounge,
Clarkdale.

TUESDAY 5/23

FRIDAY 5/26

SUNDAY 5/28

4th Friday Art Walk,
5-8PM, Tis Art Center &
Gallery, Prescott.

Zuni Festival, 9AM-5PM,
Museum of Northern
Arizona, Flagstaff.

Drumz & Dance Party!,
8PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.

American Beauty, dead
covers, 8PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.

Esham, 8PM, The Green
Room, Flagstaff.

Blaine Long Duo,
acoustic soul/r&b, 8PM,
Raven Café, Prescott.

Darius Lux, soulful
uplifting pop, 3-6PM,
Oak Creek Brewery,
Sedona.

The Founder, film,
5:30PM & 8PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.

Karaoke with Ricky Bill,
9:30PM, Monte Vista,
Flagstaff.

WEDNESDAY 5/24
Open Mic Poetry, live
poetry reading, 5:30PM,
Peregrine Book
Company, Prescott.
Northern Arizona’s
Got Talent SEMIFINALS, 6PM, Orpheum
Theater, Flagstaff.
Karl Jones, irish music,
6:30PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.
Piñata Protest, 8PM,
The Green Room,
Flagstaff.
Thunderosa, country/
rock, 9:30PM, Monte
Vista, Flagstaff.

THURSDAY 5/25
Dog & Dave, 5PM, 1012 Lounge, Clarkdale.

Karaoke, 8PM, The
Green Room, Flagstaff.

National Theatre: Saint
Joan, 6PM, Yavapai
College Performing
Arts Center, Prescott.

MONDAY 5/22

DL Harrison, rock, 7PM,
Oak Creek Brewery,
Sedona.

Bike to Work/School
Week - 5/22-26, All
Day, Flagstaff Biking
Organization, Flagstaff.
Bill Weiss Historical
Lectures: Ranking and
Rating the Postwar
Presidents, reading/
booksigning, 2:30PM,
Prescott Public
Library, Prescott.
The Founder, film,
5:30PM & 8PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.
Karaoke, 8PM, The
Green Room, Flagstaff.

CIRCLE OF TOTEMS
@ FIRECREEK 5/26

Flagstaff Community
Film Night featuring:
Minimalism, A
Benefit for Friends of
Flagstaff ’s Future, 7PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.
Dusty Green Bone
Band, 8PM, The Green
Room, Flagstaff.
Mathew Frantz, antifolk/americana, 8PM,
Raven Café, Prescott.

Future Ghost, Vescica
Pisces, Circle of Totems,
local experimental
music, 8PM, Firecreek
Coffee Company,
Flagstaff.
Pinkish Black, 8PM, The
Green Room, Flagstaff.
Brother 2 Brother, rock,
9:30PM, Monte Vista,
Flagstaff.

SATURDAY 5/27
Zuni Festival, 9AM-5PM,
Museum of Northern
Arizona, Flagstaff.
Prescott Poet Megan
Merchant: The Dark’s
Humming, reading/
booksigning, 2PM,
Peregrine Book
Company, Prescott.

Phoenix Symphony:
Haydn & Mahler
Masterworks, 3PM,
Yavapai College
Performing Arts
Center, Prescott.
Big Daddy D & The
Dynamites, rock and
blues, 5PM, 10-12
Lounge, Clarkdale.
Karaoke, 8PM, The
Green Room, Flagstaff.

MONDAY 5/29
Edward Scissorhands,
film, 5:30PM & 8PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.
Karaoke, 8PM, The
Green Room, Flagstaff.

TUESDAY 5/30

Mike Wade, 3-6PM,
Oak Creek Brewery,
Sedona.

Edward Scissorhands,
film, 5:30PM & 8PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.

Cheap Sunglasses, rock,
7PM, 10-12 Lounge,
Clarkdale.

Drumz & Dance Party!,
8PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.

Human Nature Dance
Theater: MIGRATION,
7:30PM, Coconino
Center for the Arts,
Flagstaff.

Karaoke with Ricky Bill,
9:30PM, Monte Vista,
Flagstaff.

Dana T, Karen Meat, &
more, conceptual pop,
8PM, Firecreek Coffee
Company, Flagstaff.
Doc Garvey’s Remedy,
southern blues/rock,
8PM, Raven Café,
Prescott.
Open Mic w/ James
Turner, 8PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.

Karaoke with Ricky Bill,
9:30PM, Monte Vista,
Flagstaff.

Funk Lounge w/ DJ
Bear Cole, dj/dance,
9:30PM, The McMillan,
Flagstaff.

Lyricist Lounge, hip
hop/poetry, 9:30PM,
The McMillan, Flagstaff.

Theone, country/indie
rock, 9:30PM, Monte
Vista, Flagstaff.
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WEDNESDAY 5/31
Northern Arizona’s Got
Talent FINALS, 6PM,
Orpheum Theater,
Flagstaff.
Karl Jones, irish music,
6:30PM, Oak Creek
Brewery, Sedona.
Illuminate Film Fest Free Launch Party &
Outdoor Screening,
film, live music, 6:30PM,
The Collective, Sedona.
Night of the Living
Retro with Lounge
Lizard D, 80’s dance
party, 9:30PM, Monte
Vista, Flagstaff.
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ALBUM REVIEWS

BY

BEVERLEY NAPALM

YASMINE HAMDAN
Al Jamilat
(Crammed Discs)
I am fascinated with this CD. It arrived at Napalm HQ out of the blue, and is quite the unexpected hit in our household. I am not a huge aficionado of World Music by any means. I like
a bit of Ska and reggae (don’t we all), but my knowledge of Middle Eastern music is somewhat lacking. Yasmine Hamdams 2nd full length CD is a delicious mix of styles and ethnicity
and is clearly well planned out and brilliantly constructed. Ms. Hamdam was born in Beirut,
and has a remarkable ethereal voice. She uses it with grace and skill to perfectly project her
refreshing take on Middle Eastern pop music. The music on the 11 songs that make up Al
Jamilat (The Beautiful Ones) encompasses some fascinating elements, not often found rubbing shoulders with each other in the same song.
On first casual listen it initially seems slightly confused and all over the place, but in a
good way, I hasten to add. Ideas? Sure! I love them! Keep ‘em coming … The album opener
“Douss” starts off in an unassuming manner, with a typical (Western) sounding folksy two
chord acoustic guitar refrain. But it is when the vocals enter that the magic really starts and
Ms. Hamdan’s uniqueness becomes apparent. Singing in Lebanese, often using traditional
sounding Eastern scales over a mostly Western flavored musical backdrop, it’s a curious clash
of styles that on paper may seem overly academic. However, the execution of each song is
faultless. It is beautiful and enthralling.
There are so many great ideas bristling out of each song I am rewarded with something
new on each repeated play. As the CD progresses, the music becomes slightly more wayward and confident, with a kaleidoscope of assembled sounds cherry-picked from around
the globe. In many of the songs, beats are emphasized away from the expected 2nd and 4th
beat (as is the norm in Western Rock music).
My favorite is the album closer, the curiously titled “Ta3ala” that limps along with a deliberate slightly out-of-time drum loop, upon which sits a sparse arrangement of Eastern violin,
synth bass washes, backwards guitar loops and vocals. As a whole this album works on many
levels. Musicians will be enthralled by the riot of colors on display. Politically, in these testing
times, this marriage of cultures could potentially be viewed as a small step towards tolerance. Music has the power to unite after all. Or, of course – simply just turn it up and enjoy it
for what it really is. A beautifully sung, and fun avant-pop record.

UVTV
Glass

(Deranged Records)
From Gainesville Florida, female fronted trio UVTV confidently straddle crash-pop, punk,
and shoe gaze, condensing their trim songs into an irresistible and tidy package. After a
well received demo, and a 7-inch on Flagstaff ’s very own Emotional Response label, comes
the debut LP Glass. It is the perfect title for their debut LP, and a great summation for their
jagged pop sound.
Album opener “Wasting Away” is a delightful 1 minute 2 second blast of punk-pop perfection. It comes across sounding like The Primitives on amphetamines. Indeed, “You’re
High,” another LP highlight, continues the vibe, and could well have been the Top Ten follow up to “Crash” that the Primitives never got around to writing. There’s a definite UK ‘80s
indie-fuzz pop feeling going throughout the songs which I don’t doubt that these babes
are too young to have encountered firsthand. But that’s cool. It’s a rich musical oeuvre for
UVTV to mine and re-invent for themselves. It also gives them a pop edge within the punk
community.
Glass was recorded in just two days in a disused train station in Gainesville, using 2 mics
and a analog 8-track recorder. For a back-to-basics recording approach it sounds fantastic.
(That’s the power of analog, right?) The buzz saw trebly guitar is powerful without being
over bearing. The bass rumbles along holding steady, and the drums are precise and primal.
The vocals, predominantly sung by Rose Vastola, are bittersweet, occasionally dark such as
on the brooding gothic sprawl of album closer “Dissolve.” Elsewhere guitarist Ian Bernacett
steps up to help out on backing vocals, as well as singing lead vocal on the post-punk angular “Fear.” A confident and promising debut.
Note:- UVTV are currently on tour. For you early birds who may have picked up this copy of
the Noise hot off the presses, take note UVTV play Flagstaff Firecreek on Monday May 1st with
Flagstaff ’s very own Egg Princess and Rabbit Trap, plus Kill Your TV from Phoenix.
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as a child were watching my father perform and
create music. I always remember him taking
on another persona when performing music.
When he did not have the guitar in his hands he
was usually yelling at me to pick my skateboard
up from the living room, or to cut my hair, or
would tell me to go outside and pick all of his
tools from the ground that I just left after working on a motorcycle or go kart, or some other
form of motorized desert crawlers. But when he
picked up the guitar his stature would become
stoic and powerful. The only time I would not
have to find coverage from his yelling was when
he sang! That stature is what I yearn for and is
what keeps me in the game of performing.
Your music has an unapologetic Southwestern
feel to it, presumably influenced by simpler times.
Are you an AZ native, or a transplant inspired to create by the wonders of our glorious region?

V

iola & the Brakeman hail from Flagstaff, with original songs reflecting the spirit of the
Southwest, in the style and great tradition of Americana music. Veterans of many local
festivals such as Pickin’ In The Pines and Hullabaloo, their acclaimed live performances
are vibrant and engaging. In celebration of the bands 1st full length CD, The Life I Always
Sing, the band will perform their CD release party at Firecreek Coffee on May 6. This music
aficionado caught up with singer/songwriter and front man Brian White amidst preparations for the upcoming show.
You have been writing music since the late ‘80s. How did Viola and the Brakemen come together, and do you see the band as an extension of where you were headed musically as a solo
performer?

Viola & the Brakemen came together as a 4-piece band in 2012, with our first “melody
maker,” or lead instrument player playing a viola. I had been playing down in Oak Creek
Canyon, where I lived from 2005 to 2012, with Mikey Reed, another local musician. The first
lineup of V&tB was a standup bass player, fiddle player and two guitarists and our repertoire
consisted of original and cover tunes. I had always wanted to play original music as I had
about 60 tunes when we started. I was not interested in playing cover tunes or looking for
gigs where we were considered an “entertainment band.” I wanted to create music. One of
our first gigs was the inaugural for the mural painted on Lumberyard Brewery by the Mural
Mice. We were actually memorialized in that mural for our participation and support.
Since the Summer of 2013 our lineup has consisted of Kristin Straka on fiddle and vocals, Keith Gomora on Stand Up Bass and vocals, Jessica Ludwig on percussion and vocals
and within the last two years Matthew Tress on drums and cajon. As a writer I hear many
different sounds and song forms when creating music. V&tB has definitely become an extension of my music but the rest of the band brought their particular styles and experience
into the mix. It is true instrument collaboration at this point. Kristin, Keith, Matthew and
Jessica have influenced my music stylings through the genres of traditional music, psychedelic jam band, country music and subtle southern rock. I personally am influenced by artists such as Cotton Jones, Iron and Wine, M Ward, the Verve and Alexis Murdoch, with
a sound of mellow shoe gaze country folk. So V&tB has taken me out of my shell and has
allowed me the avenues of musical exploration.
Who or what originally inspired you to pick up a guitar and write your songs?
My father, Timothy Allan White is the number one reason I play and write music today.
His story was the epitome of “Americana.” He went into the Navy during Vietnam at 16 with
a coffee smudge and an altered birth certificate, learned how to play guitar in the back of
an old car at night in the Navy when everyone else was asleep, performed all night and then
worked all day for Southern Pacific railroad and retired after 40 years. My first impressions
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I am an Arizona Native and I was born very
close to the border of Nogales, AZ. I grew up
in South Tucson close to the San Xavier Mission
and I believe my upbringing lends a hand to my
Southwestern feel. I grew up roaming miles and
miles of desert lands in flip-flops, flipping rocks
over to check out the weird creatures of the
desert in my youth and later taking motorcycle
journeys through the Tohono O’odham nation
as I got into my teen years. I had 20 years in Tucson and 21 years in Flagstaff and I have never lived anywhere else.
On your new CD, The Life I Always Sing, you sound like you are having a lot of fun. Your
band’s music sounds like everyone has a defined role to play, with carefully arranged individual
performances. How do you approach writing and recording as a band and capture the vibe you
want to portray?
Even though the music is very well-rehearsed, the music on the album becomes experimental in the studio as the songs began to take recorded shape. The rehearsed song
takes on many “ears” throughout this process and also becomes collaboration with studio
engineers and band mates. I have to credit Bill Tress, our mixing engineer with some of
these details that are present in the recordings. Not always can you hear the ambiences
that occur when performing live or even once recorded, but with professional perspectives
by individuals like Bill Tress, you can really start pulling out the “flavors” of the piece. The
opening song, “Come Down Off Your Mountain,” takes on a whole Gospel feels with acapella
chorus lines — this “feel” was mine, making it sound like it does on the album was all Bill
and Matthew Tress!
Viola and the Brakemen come across as warm, upbeat and welcoming. Do you consider yourself part of the continuing narrative of American folk music?
I have aspirations to strengthen the Americana genre. I would like Americana to stand
alone against monikers such as folk, blues or traditional. I align my influences through altcountry and Americana so I would like to get away from the idea that folk music has to “say
something” in the writings. I am okay with fans not understanding my every word and my
hope is that the words sound good with the music. Although I do love wordsmithing, I
don’t always want to demand an audience know or even understand or read the words. I
would like to bring in dance into the Americana-alt-country styles I am writing around.
What’s next for Viola and the Brakemen after your CD launch?
We have already started our next album! Record, record, record. At this point, this album
contains 11 of now 78 tunes, Viola & the Brakemen perform 30 of these tunes and there is
a lot of music to be learned and documented. I am ready to record albums now to extend
V&tB’s reach and document my songs for my children’s children. As a band, our goals are
to continue to play festivals through the Southwest and beyond, like when we played the
main stage at Pickin’ in the Pines in 2015.
| CD Release Party! May 6th at Firecreek Coffee Company - Flagstaff. With Carlos Arzate
and the Kind Souls and Flagstaff ’s very own Heartwood. Doors 7PM.

GIG PREVIEW / INTERVIEW

MOLLY BURCH
BY

BEVERLEY NAPALM
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he music on Molly Burchs’ debut Please Be Mine is charmingly
retro, with confident song frameworks built to highlight Ms.
Burchs’ dazzling vocal beauty. There is a romantic yearning, and
feeling of gentle desperation within the grooves, delivering an
aching arching mood that ensnares the listener with ease. There
are refreshing stylistic vocal nods to the great girl groups of the
‘60s such as the Ronettes and Shirelles.
Elsewhere throughout the ten-song collection that makes
up her debut, there are strong musical arrangements touching
on alt-country, blues, exotica and easy listening themes. It’s an
intoxicating mix. Ms. Burch is currently on a nationwide tour and
enjoying critical acclaim for both her live performances and her
album. We are lucky enough to have the opportunity to see Molly
perform in Flagstaff this month in what promises to be a great
evening of music. This writer caught up with Ms. Burch to talk
shop about her songs.

Lyrically the songs on your debut LP seem confessional and unafraid to highlight weaknesses and trauma within relationships. This
seems to be a theme running thoughout the LP. Was the collection of
songs that make up “Please Be Mine” intended to be perceived as a
concept album?

You have moved around quite a bit, and are now based in Austin,
Texas – a city known for its vibrant and nurturing scene for musicians.
Does your present environment influence your musical output?

Ah, not in the grand scheme of things. I’ve definitely encountered some misogyny but I only gained more independence from
those experiences. People like that aren’t worth ever thinking
about. I don’t see anything as male dominated. I feel very fortunate to work with many amazing women, like with my label and
my band.

Yeah, absolutely. I think the very act of moving to a new city
inspired me to write. I wrote the entirety of ‘Please Be Mine’ after
moving to Austin. I’m really drawn to the size of the city. It has a
super supportive music scene. It’s been kind to me.
Much of your sound, without being overtly nostalgic, appears to
be unashamedly influenced by the past. Specifically within your song
arrangements, such as the prominent rockabilly style guitar, and the
almost doo-wop feel on some of the 6/8 time songs, such as “Not Today” and “Please be Mine.” Do you have a clear vision of where you
are headed when you write? How are your songs arranged?
I’ve always written for my voice. My songs are very vocally driven. I grew up listening to jazz and went to school for jazz performance so I think that’s just naturally where my style goes. I’ll write
a song and then show it to Dailey Toliver and we’ll play it together
and then I’ll arrange the songs with my band.
You have a remarkable voice, passionate and clear. I particularly
like the track “Please Forgive Me” with a delightful unexpected falsetto melody line. Who are some singers that have inspired you to
find your own voice?
Thank you so much! My main influences have always been Nina
Simone, Billie Holiday, and Lauryn Hill.

Not really, no. I wrote all of the songs after going through a
break up and then getting back together with him. He’s my lead
guitarist, Dailey Toliver. I felt all of these songs fit well together
and felt cohesive. Definitely embodies the time of heartbreak and
gaining independence.

As a female singer songwriter have you encountered any difficulties within what is still a very male dominated industry due to your
gender?

It seems presently there is a higher visibility of female singer songwriters than there has been in the past, with artists such as Neko Case
and Angel Olsen. Whilst I don’t mean to be as crass as to compare
you to each other, purely just because you are all women, stylistically
there are similarities between you with regard to recording approach
and instrument choice. Do you feel any kinship towards contemporary women performers?
Yeah of course. I’m always more drawn to women performers. I
just want to listen to women vocalists all of the time. I love Angel
and Neko Case. I love Natalie Prass, Solange, Hand Habits, Lana Del
Rey. There are countless contemporary women performers I love.

| Please Be Mine is available now through Captured Tracks
Records. Molly Burch plays Firecreek Coffee on May 8. Also on
the bill are Flagstaff favorites David Strackany (opening) and
headliners, Egg Princess.
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APS PUSHES SMART METERS
BY

>> continued from page 14 >>

CINDY COLE

>> continued from page 7 >>
Some observers see the $6 surcharge as an “easy grab” from ratepayers, who ultimately
bear the burden of corporate bonuses and annual stock dividends to APS’ board of investors. In 2016, with net income of $442 million, Pinnacle West/APS increased “shareholder
value” by $1.8 billion, paying dividends of 25% to individuals who own stock in the company (in an industry where a 12-16% return is the norm). According to annual reports [http://
www.pinnaclewest.com/investors/reports/annual-report/], in the past five years, APS has increased its “projected value” by $7 billion, all the while slashing its payroll of meter readers
and consistently asking for additional surcharges on every electric customer’s bill.
The Sedona City Council took action on April 11 to reiterate concerns specifically related
to smart meters. After meeting with concerned citizens, the council decided to file a letter
with the ACC [Docket #E-01345A-16-0036 | http://docket.images.azcc.gov/0000179133.pdf] to
take a stand against the removal of analog meters, the commercial and solar opt-out exclusions, and fees for smart meter refusal.
On the issue of analog meters, the city’s letter states “APS has indicated that analog meters are inaccurate, are inefficient to maintain, and will eventually fail altogether. Despite
those assertions, there has been no evidence provided in support of the claim that all analog meters need to be replaced immediately.”
On behalf of businesses, the city argued that “commercial customers may have the same
concerns that residential customers have and the right of both customer classes to opt-out
ought to be preserved.” It also advocated for the same treatment of solar customers who
wish to opt out of smart meters. “It appears,” the letter states, “as though the system is reasonably managed currently while solar customers are allowed to opt-out. APS customers
who generate solar energy and opt out of smart meters constitute a very small portion of
the overall APS customer base. Hence, the significance of identifying this class of customer
for differential treatment appears to have little, if any, operational impact to APS.”
The city also took a stand on opt out fees. “The City’s position upon filing its Application for Intervention in this Rate Case was that customers choosing to opt-out of the smart
meter program should not have to incur any fees for simply maintaining their analog or
digital meter as it currently exists, or for removing a smart meter and replacing it with a nonstandard meter. There was, and continues to be, strong opposition within the community
toward the requirement for any fees to be assessed on customers simply for choosing to
opt-out of smart meters.” The letter continues stating “it remains the City’s current position
that, while a $5 opt-out fee is less of a burden on APS customers and more desirable than a
$15 opt-out fee, no opt-out fee should be charged.”
The rate case is not over yet. The settlement agreement still needs to be reviewed by an
administrative law judge and then it will be voted on by the five-member ACC. Of course,
there has been a great deal of controversy over the last few years regarding “dark money”
contributions from APS and its parent company Pinnacle West to the elections of sitting
commissioners. Commissioner Bob Burns has been embroiled in a power struggle with
APS CEO Don Brandt to publically release information on the extent to which APS garnered
influence to elect commissioners favorable to the company’s goals.
Said one observer who wished to remain anonymous for fear of his electric bill going
up: “The dilemma is that unlike other for-profit capitalistic companies, APS is not beholden
to competitive forces and is essentially a state-mandated entity; consumers cannot ‘shop
around’ for better electricity and are required to maintain service in most municipalities. Yet
APS in recent years has treated itself like a Fortune 500 Company, paying bonsues and dividends remniscent of a Savings & Loan scheme from the mid-1990s, all the while reducing
its payroll, and obligating ratepayers to ‘pick up the tab’ for questionable infrastructure improvements, dubious political campaigns, and corporate branding disguised as ‘community
giving.’ No utility-monopoly should have this kind of leverage and get away with asking for
more, especially when its bottom-line is already so flush.”

Gas Company Meters, Too

Recently, Unisource Energy began replacing gas meters for customers throughout its territories which include Yavapai and Coconino Counties. UNS is an arm of Tucson Electric Power
(TEP), the large electric utility that serves southern Arizona; which together are owned by Fortis Inc., a Canadian power company that also services New York and the Caribbean.
While the meters being installed by UNS are not smart meters — they are transmitting
only and do not receive communications — they still emit RF radiation. Mr. Woodward issued an email alert to let people know that they can — and should — refuse these meters
as well.“UNS has told some people the meters transmit every 6 minutes but that’s not true,”
Mr. Woodward said, “at least with the meters that have been measured. UNS has also said
the meters transmit only once a month. That’s not true either. I have video of one transmitting every minute.” [youtube.com/watch?v=NxBD7s1Rt8U]
“What’s missing is someone sniffing for gas around the meter once a month,” noted
Mr. Woodward. “A UNS meter reader told me years ago that they actually had their sense
of smell tested yearly. That safety precaution is now gone for customers who have the
transmitting meter.”
Mr. Woodward said there is currently no fee for refusing a transmitting gas meter but the
company has indicated there may be one in the future. He said the simplest way to have
a transmitting meter removed and replaced with an analog one is to call Cara at UNS at
520-884-3651.
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step in safeguarding its water resources.
Kathleen Ferris, Senior Research Fellow at the Kyl Center for Water Policy at Arizona
State University, who also produced the film, will moderate the post-screening audience
discussion. Ms. Ferris was involved in the GMA’s negotiations, supervised its drafting, and is
featured in the film. She previously served as Executive Director of the Arizona Municipal
Water Users Association and Director of the Arizona Department of Water Resources.
Quad-City community members are invited to bring any and all questions to this special event, such as: How can the Quad Cities and surrounding communities reach water supply
security? What could happen to monthly water bills in the future? How can Arizona and local
communities protect water for the environment, such as the Verde River? What measures should
the state legislature be considering to update the GMA? These issues impact quality of life, as
well as the health of local economies.
Distinguished panelists include: Tom Buschatzke, Director, Arizona Department of Water
Resources; Greg Kornrumph, Manager-Water Rights, Salt River Project (SRP); Sarah Porter,
Director, Kyl Center for Water Policy; Thomas Thurman, Chairman, Yavapai County Board of
Supervisors; Doug Von Gausig, Director, Verde River Institute and Mayor, Town of Clarkdale;
Michael Schiffer, Trustee Professor, Dodge School of Film and Media Arts, Chapman University
Sponsors of this event are Salt River Project (SRP), El Gato Azul World Bistro, Citizens Water Advocacy Group, Page Springs Cellars, SpringHill Suites Marriott, Central Arizona Land Trust, Ironclad Bicycles, Jay’s Bird Barn, Partners in Health Care, Naturally & Nature’s Medicinary, Prescott
Audubon Society, Granite Mountain Brewing, and Robert Israel - Prescott’s Green Realtor.
For tickets, PrescottElksTheater.com. For more information: facebook.com/GroundwaterFilmScreeningandDiscussion. For questions, please contact groundwaterfilm@gmail.com.


Save the Waves

On May 18, Flagstaff Mountain Film Festival will host a night of ocean activism at the
Orpheum Theater by bringing Save The Waves Film Festival to this high desert. Save The
Waves Coalition is a nonprofit who protects and preserves coastal resources by working in
partnership with communities globally, and the film festival is an international film tour and
fundraiser for their environmental programs and campaigns.
Flagstaff will be the first truly landlocked city in the world to host this film festival, and
because of this we will be holding a number of free satellite events celebrating the vastness
of our oceans and the stories within. Free and open to the public.

Student Film Festival

UTV62, NAU student-run television station and production studio, will be hosting the
annual NAU Student Film Festival Sunday, May 7 at 7PM at the Historic Orpheum Theatre
in downtown Flagstaff, 15 West Aspen Avenue.
The Festival allows students to showcase film projects they have completed as part of
their studies, and receive recognition for creating outstanding films. The films shown will be
eligible to compete for jury awards, and two audience choice awards. Come celebrate the
hard work and creativity of NAU’s filmmakers, storytellers, and rising stars!

April Recap

April had the wonderful Phoenix Film Festival, celebrating its 17th year in the Valley at the
Scottsdale Harkins 101. Parties, panels and workshops in the Pavilion kept the festival moving
all week long, in between eclectic independent films from around the world. The festival combines an International Horror and SciFi film festival as well, so, there’s something for everyone!
Independent films, selected from all over the world competed for prizes given out at an
awards show on the last Sunday of the festival. The block of independent films from Arizona was quite impressive. Two blocks of Arizona Shorts, showcased 15 films from all over
the state, and many local favorites got to screen their gems.
Former NAU student Marteen Cleary presented her film MISSing about three grieving
mothers whose lives were destroyed when their children died and the deep grief and recovery process that entails. The MISS foundation helps mothers survive through a healthy
support group with other suffering mothers, healing each other.
The film One Hundred Thousand Beating Hearts won the best Arizona shorts award. This
documentary shows a pioneering farmer from Georgia as he shares his transition from industrialized beef production to sustainable environmental stewardship. Flagstaff local Justin Clifton showed his documentary Leche y Miel (Milk and Honey) where he presents the
people who work in the fields around Yuma, and how the Colorado River represents more
than just their livelihood, but a deep spiritual connection to the land. It played at the Flagstaff Mountain Film Festival in February to a hometown crowd.
The filmmaker Kyla Simone Bruce told four interweaving tales in her narrative feature
Undocument. The four stories explore immigration and identity in Iran, Greece and England.
Mostly, they’re tales of love and longing for the missing persons in the disconnected situations. The ones who stay at home often have it as hard as the ones who must immigrate to
help sustain loved ones at home. Told from a different angle, the beauty of the film is that
it could be applied to any immigrant situation, including our own here in Arizona. People
don’t leave their loved ones on dangerous journeys on a whim. Climate change, drought,
war and famine combine to force people to migrate, just in order to live. It’s a wonderful tale
of the love that evaporates in the ether as people struggle to survive. Mark your calendar
and visit Phoenix next April, if you can! And check out: phxfilm.com for next year’s dates.

MADE IN JEROME ART FAIR
Mother’s Day Weekend

Friday May 12th & Saturday May 13th
11am-6pm at SPOOK HALL

Featuring the live art, music & artwork of Local Artists:
Mark Hemleben, Adrift Wood Assemblages, Beauty Rocks,
Penelope Davis, Douglas Weber, Sarah Joy Jewelry, Headframe Girl,
Jerome Kids Art Workshop, and many more!

Bake Sale & “Make a gift for Mom” $5 craft table.
Silent Auction to benefit
The Jerome Kids Art Workshop
To donate auction items, certificates & bake sale goods —
drop off at Jerome Public Library or
contact coordinators for pick up.
Tax deductible $ donations to JKAW accepted year round at Town Hall.
Jerome residents interested in reserving a sales booth,
please fill out vendor application available at Library and PostOffice
Only $20 donation to JKAW & a valid TPT card.
Apply for a TBT card online
https://www.azdor.gov/Forms/TransactionPrivilegeTax.aspx
Event Coordinators: Emily McClellan (928) 848-8264 lemony217@yahoo.com
Penelope Davis (928)708-9674 lopedavis@yahoo.com or fb
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Rim is, for me, the defining feature of Arizona. The massive edifice exThetendsMogollon
for 200 miles, bisecting the state. Just as in Zane Grey’s time, this region is a fron-

tier landscape of lost ocean beds, rich valleys, ancient feuds, and towering forests. This may
seem like an unlikely region for wine, but you would be wrong. Bruzzi Vineyard in Young,
and Trident Winery in Pine both demonstrate that wine is part of any proper frontier. The
two wineries are only an hour and a half drive apart, an easy trek through one of the most
magnificent parts of the state.
My first stop was Bruzzi Vineyard. This vineyard is unique in the state, as it is thus far the
only vineyard exclusively devoted to higher-elevation hybrid varietals. The owner, James
Bruzzi, started the vineyard as a hobby, but quickly turned it into an obsession. After trying to grow Cabernet Sauvignon first, and then Marquette, with both varietals failing, James
stumbled across a perfect fit. His vineyard is the first site in Arizona to grow Vidal Blanc, a
varietal known for extreme hardiness in the face of late frosts and cold weather.
Both of these are the major challenges of growing in the center of fertile Pleasant Valley.
The vineyard is small when compared to the vineyards of Willcox, but as one of the only vineyards in Gila County, it holds the seeds of promise for the future. (The only other I am aware
of in the region is a small, private vineyard on top of the rim growing Sauvignon Blanc: yet
more proof of concept for this idea being a new wine region as a whole.)
This spring, Mr. Bruzzi plans on expanding his vineyard by planting 50 Baco Noir vines, a
cold-weather-adapted red varietal normally associated with the Niagara Escarpment region
of Canada and New York State. There are plans to plant Seyval Blanc on site as well, and the
vintner also plants several rows of crops such as pumpkins, beans, squash, and several rows
of raspberries and blackberries, the latter of which he is considering making fruit wines from
in the future. The growing season here starts later, and harvest is finished up by mid-October
most years, though last year, harvest was the day before Thanksgiving. Unlike in Willcox or
the Verde Valley, these vines will quietly sleep until mid-April. The harvest yield is about 1½
tons per acre.
Mr. Bruzzi’s wines are currently made at the Arizona Stronghold facility in Camp Verde,
and he plans on continuing this relationship with Arizona Stronghold indefinitely, and profusely thanks both Corey Turnbull and Eric Glomski for coming to his aid with his first harvest in 2015. I did get a sneak peek of the 2016 vintage that will be poured exclusively at the
Bruzzi Vineyard tasting room; it was bright and crisp, with sharp apple notes. Slightly sweet, it
struck me as a great white wine for hot summer days. The tasting room is open on Saturdays
and Sundays, starting at noon. The tasting room sells other wines from Stronghold and Page
Springs, and is honestly the only place I’ve ever seen the Provisioner Label wines at their
proper $10 price tag.
My second stop of the day, Trident Winery, lair of renegade winemaker Ray Stephens,
has been in downtown Pine for a while, but no trip to the Rim country is complete without
a visit. Currently, along with a few wines sourced from grapes grown by Chiricahua Ranch
Cellars, he also makes the only commercially-made fruit wines in the state, as well as a couple of meads. (In the past, he’s even made a pyment — a honey wine — from our native species of grape, Vitus arizonica.) Among the two most exciting wines I tasted this time around
were his locally sourced Prickly Pear wine, and my perennial favorite from Mr. Stephens, the
Ocotillo wine. He also currently has in the tasting room a wine sourced from locally grown
apples, which is a delightful treat. I obtained a sneak peek of two of the wines coming out
later this year: a chewy, tannin-filled Petit Sirah, and a Chardonnay made as an amber wine.
I’ve talked a lot about Trident in a past wine review, so I won’t say much more here, but
there’s some big plans for the winery in the works that I have been sworn to secrecy on. Suffice to say, Mr. Stephens is a delightful renegade who is also bent on doing his own thing: yet
another example of the true frontier spirit of the Mogollon Rim.
Both tasting rooms are open on Saturday and Sunday, so make a day-trip out of your ad38 • MAY 2017 |
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venture. THAT Brewery in Pine makes for a great place to stop for lunch in between locations.
If you want to spend more time, the Mogollon Rim is a fantastic spot for camping, so you can
use one of the many campgrounds in this region as a base for your adventure.
WINE OF THE MONTH:
May’s Wine of the Month is the 2014 Aglianco from Passion Cellars. Aglianico is probably the best grape you’ve never heard of. This particular grape from southern Italy has been
utilized commercially longer than any other grape. Back in the time of the Roman Empire,
vintages made from this grape became the world’s first Grand-Cru style wines. Pulling out an
Amphora of Falernian from the 125 BC vintage at a symposium back then would have caused
the same reaction as opening a bottle of 1945 Chateau Pétrus at a party now.
Today, Aglianico promises to be one of Arizona’s best super-tannic varietals. The best way
I can describe this decadent red wine is as follows: imagine a mint-and-plum dark chocolate
truffle with a coating of powdered espresso. Now imagine biting into it, and experiencing it
exploding in your mouth. With its firm, tannic backbone, this is also a wine which should cellar well long-term, for upwards of 20 years ... but why wait? It has a pretty steep price tag at
$49, but is worth every single penny. It’s one of the best Arizona red wines I’ve tasted this year.
MAY WINE EVENTS:
The second annual Verde Valley Wine Festival will be taking place on the weekend of
May 13-14, from 1-5PM. Tickets at the door will cost $45, and there is a VIP Option which
costs $125 per ticket. Last year’s festival was, from all accounts, a resounding success, so be
sure to check it out.
On May 20 and 21, the nationally-renowned Spring Willcox Wine Festival will be taking
place at the historic Railroad Park in downtown Willcox. Admission is free, tasting glasses and
tickets will be $20-$25. Over 60 wines from 16 different Arizona wineries will be represented.
A new winery has opened up in Old Town Cottonwood. Winery 101, which was previously located in Peoria, Arizona, has just opened up their tasting room next door to Arizona
Stronghold. Gavin Gallifant, the winemaker, has on offering a whole host of wines to suit
any palate. Yes, there’s even a semi-sweet flight of Arizona reds, whites, and rose. I personally
recommend the George’s Tribute Cabernet Sauvignon, or the Sangiovese.
Down in Sonoita, Deep Sky Winery has opened up their long-awaited tasting room, located on Elgin Road, not far from Flying Leap and Callaghan Vineyards. It will be open weekends. They are known for producing one of the best Malbec vintages in the state.
IN THE VINES:
As I’ve mentioned before, May is typically when we get the last frost of the year in most of
Arizona’s growing regions. When one of these frosts occur, there are a number of ways to deal
with it. One way is the burn bucket: fill a steel drum with wood and detritus from pruning,
and set it ablaze.
A second way, used by some vineyards, is to spray an innocuous set of chemicals that,
when mixed, create an exothermic reaction that lasts for upwards of 8 hours, and spray this
directly on the buds. (These chemicals are harmless to people.)
Bigger vineyards, such as Al Buhl Memorial Vineyard, or Granite Creek Vineyard, actually
have fans that turn on at certain temperature triggers. The idea is to disrupt the arrival of
cold air, either with heat from flames, or to disrupt the thermal inversion itself.
This is also the time of year when the grapes flower. These flowers, which eventually become the grapes that go into the wine, are pollinated by the wind, and bees. High winds can
be a threat to the grapes as the canopy matures, and these delicate blossoms and growing
leaves can be damaged by flying debris.
After all, as Princess Irulan states in Dune: “Beginnings are such delicate times.”

whey and often are not as ‘creamy,’ resulting in a different taste experience when combined
with coffee. More and more nut milk products, however, are becoming available which add
ingredients to simulate the rich and creamy mouthfeel of dairy milk. Numerous cafes are
serving these specially designed alternative milks, and many are making their own.

“You’re the Cream
in my Coffee.”

M

mm …that’s not
just a great little
saying, but a line from a song
written way back in 1928. In
those days, coffee was roasted, packaged, sold and tasted very different … in fact it
had a completely different
quality in general. Adding
cream or milk was almost
necessary to cover up the bitterness and stale flavors that resulted from coffee that was
no longer “fresh” (though the packaging often advertised otherwise).
The range of coffee quality today is still wide, but improving. These days we can easily
enjoy our coffee with cream or without and find good results. Regardless of quality, most
folks seem to hang in one camp or the other, not usually straying over to the other side.
As we’ve explored in previous articles, the subtle tastes of black coffee can be exciting,
but it also makes perfect sense that we want to add milk to a beverage that is inherently
bitter to varying degrees.
Milk is naturally sweet and viscous, with half & half (creamer) being the best example
of this. Milk changes the mouthfeel and texture of the finished drink, creating a creamier and richer taste experience. Freshness, pasteurization, homogenization, fat content,
health of the cows and so much more affects the quality and taste of the milk. Heating
or steaming milk completely changes the chemistry altogether; the milk is subjected to
heat which loosens up whey proteins, creating foam and perceived sugars. It is a delicate
process. Baristas beware: milk that is steamed beyond 160°F, however, begins to take on
a less desirable, sour taste.
Alternative milks are a whole other animal … they don’t come from one at all! They lack
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“Totally Sweet.” OR “Sweetening the Deal”
Like a little sweetness in your cup? Adding sweeteners like cane sugar or honey is a
common way to help turn your coffee beverage from bitter to sweet. It can also calm
down coffees with a higher perceived acidity. There are just as many alternative sweeteners out there as there are milks, maybe more! Each one carries its own flavor, which of
course affects the end result in the cup. Dietary or health restrictions aside, I encourage
trying something different every now and then, just to see how it changes the taste and
experience of your coffee.
“Syrupy Sweetness”
Many people enjoy adding vanilla or other flavored syrups to their lattes, or adding
chocolate (Voila … a mocha!). I will now dare to mention that at this point, we’re not really drinking much coffee at all, but more of a milk cocktail which happens to have some
espresso in it. Many cafes are beginning to make their own flavored syrups in an effort
to cut down on less than healthy additives and ingredients. I for one am a fan of this,
as often times there are very unique flavor combinations that Baristas come up with.
Inquire within your local cafe for some of the creative magic that may be happening
behind the scenes …
“Want to Explore Even More �?”
Believe it or not, a tiny pinch of salt does wonders to bring forward savory notes and
other subtle complexities that exist in many coffees. In places such as the Himalayas
and Ethiopia, adding butter to coffee has long been in practice. A variation of this combination has taken on a recent craze known as “Bulletproof Coffee.” Professional Barista
competitions showcase perhaps the widest variety of coffee concoctions, enough to
perhaps rival the finest and most upscale cocktail bar creations and recipes, from where
competitors often seek inspiration and ideas. In future articles, we’ll explore further this
world of coffee culture’s ever-deepening creativity …
| Dylan Jung is the Coffee Director at Indian Gardens
Cafe & Market in Oak Creek Canyon. He loves coffee but might love
kittens more. You can contact him by writing to dylan@thenoise.us
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